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afternoon.
Messrs. Masterson, Griffith,
Hurt, Massegee and others1 are
pushing the work on the Baptist
Chuich this week.
They haye
had to make about two hundred
new blocks to ieplace the ones
.1"
DroKen wnen tne gaoie Mids wete
blown in by the storm, They expect to finish the building for use
without further dclay.
1

1

1

Mr. Steveson is employed

18

Misses Lucile and Stella
Trickey visited Sunday with the
Misses Rose and Lilly Pearson.
J. T. White visited with Z. T.
McDaniel Sunday.
Mrs. C. O. Armstrong visited
with Mrs. Simington Monday

A ITEMS

Last Friday 'night the people
of San Jon were treated to a
glimpse of. real life when the
Great White Way of the city was
Don't forget the Tur
grandly illuminated by an effulgence of light from a lantern key Dinner at San Jon next Thur
hung in front of the V. 0. W. day.
hall assisted by the moon. The
Mrs. Hurt spent the day Mon
lantern led us to beleive that day visiting Mrs Elder and plan- something special was on hand inpr for the big bazaar and dinner
so we made our way to the hall on Thanksgiving.
and witnessed the performance
ivir. iewis wno nas been in
"A Persecuted Dutchman" a
home talent play given for the Sayre, Okla. for the past few days
benefit of the band. It was a on business, returned on the
great success. The players were Wednesday euening train.
all there and ready and things
Come to San Jon Thanksgiving
moved in record time with every- and hear the W. 0. W. Bank and
one highly pleased with the per- also enjoy a
gooD Literary Pro
formance. Not the least part of gram.
the evening was the band, itself
Mr. Moitison. manager of the
which played before, during and

K.

rri

SUCCESS

an im jets his two ckdts

era-Te-

TV

Rev.

J.

A. Trickey returned

Saturday evening from Meeker,
Okla. where he had gone 'for a
few days on business.
Mr. Hugh Swift of Tucumcari
;

was here Wednesday endeavor'
ing to sell some San Jonjtes an
auto. He was accompanied by
Mr. Meeker, editor of the
Sun, who was getting
Tu-cume- ari

and viewing the

this

week in building a two room addition to the home of Dr. Elder.

Val-e-

y.

J. F. Cavender, Tom Sbockley

and J. A.' Jlodgers of Logan,
Reed
,
Mr.
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Aston were in San Jon Monday.
Cavender proved up on his homeSunday.
stead near Logan.
r
C.
Mrs.
F.
Marden
made
a
The W.O.W, Band will furnish
after the show. Notwithstand- Cresent Creamery at Tucumcari
to
to
Norton
her
visit
daughwas in town Wednesday on busi- trip
music at San Jon next Thursday,
ing the fact that the members
Mrs.
and
ter,
Pollard,
family NOV. 27th. DO NOT FAIL TO HEAR
are mostly ameteurs and have ness.
the first of the week.
THEM.
John Apperson is hauling sand
only been practicing, a short
Mrs." C. F. Tacket, formerly
time they made some creditable for the scboolhouse this week.
Lots of good music and a liter
of the San Jon. Valley, now livmusic. They have also mastered
Mr. Harris of Roswell, N. M. ary nroeram with the Big Thanks-givin- e
enough pieces to have a variety was in town
Dinner at San Jon next ing in Hereford, came in Mon
on
Thursday
for an evening.
day night and made proof on her
Thursday.
homestead south of town TuesAlter tne snow tne aitair was
Mr. and Mrs. 0. G. Jones have day. She returned to Hereford
turned into a social gathering.
C.C. Reed left Wednesday for
Mr. Tacket died
Oyster stew and pie were served Tucumcari where he will be oper-- , moved into the Mullen building Wednesday.
Much grace ated on for
at Texico last spring.
by men waiters.
appendicetis before on east Main street.
and dexterity were hidden in returning.
Late word says the
in
J)r Wal'ins: nf Rana, N. Mev THANKSGIVING!!!
was
it
fact
their movhments,
operation will be performed Sun- will
be in San Jon the third Sat
The women day morning.
entirely, hidden.
THANKSGIVING!!!
urdpy in each month to dn vetr
talked.
sat in groups and gos
inarv and dental woak.
The writer caught such phrases
Mr. Jim Gates and Miss May
D i n 11 e r
as "Its dreacffully narrow. " "I Roberts were married last Sun Examination free.
had to sew mine up it was to cold day by Rev. B. Q. Messagee dur
Come to Sin Jon next Thursday Come
Go Filled!
Hungry!
to leave it open." It used, to ing preaching services at Frost.
and meet all vour friends.
Good
take five yards but I can make They will live on the bridegroom s
music and program and a chance
THufrsDA)V NOV. 27.
mine with one yard
now. 7 place near Frost.
The Sentinel at the Menu below for 25 fto5cfs.
A day for thankful hearts.
We
Those drapes are so delight- joins their raauy friends in wish
Sam Boswell has completed his
extend an invitation to all to meet
fully messy and awkward."
ing them a long and peacefull well at the hotel.
Water
was
The success of the play" will
us at the W, 0. W. Hall from
journey.
reached
at
about
feet
and
the
fifty
12 to 3.
enable the band to do more good
Everybody Come.
well was drilled several feet below
work in the future, and the
You will find your self and
tne vein. Aiex Aston is moving
MEM'
thev, received from friends most welcome, at the Big
thH driM to his place and expects
the fact that almost everyone. Turkey Dinner at San Jon next
to have water in a few days.
within reach attended and appre- Thursday.
,
Cranberries.
Turkey- ciated, their efforts will cause
Dinner 25 $ 35 cents.
Mashed. Potatoes.
Gravy.
Come and eat Thanksgiving
them to do good work in the
Program and Concert Free.
Baked Chicken.
Dressing.
Dinnner with the Baptist Ladies.
future. We will remember what
Pickles.
Potatoes.
Sweet
Mr. Murry and several men The proceeds are to help finish
our
us
this
for
money
they give
Baked Beans.
Chow Chow.
time and be right there at the commenced work on the new the new church.
Mince.
school building here Tuesday.
next performance.
.
Apple.
Pies,
M. C. Gaar, F, M, Hawkins
The lumber for finishing will be
Pumpkin.
here by the time the foundation and J. M. Flint whefre here Tues
Cake, Chocolate.
The rain Monday morning felt is ready and there will be no de- day doing business with the
Coconut.
Desert.
Mr. Hawso much like spring that we un- lay in getting our schoolhouse land commissioner.
fee Cream.
derstand several of the inhabi- finished if the weather, will 'per- kins with the assistance of Gaar
Mulls, Joels. Under 10, 25cts.
tants were preparing to plant mit. It will take about sixty and Flint made proof on his
Program f rom 3. SO to 5.
homestead near Bard.
their cotton.
days to get it completed.
Mr. and Mrs.

C.

C.
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO, SENTI
IS CHILD CROSS,

FEU,
Mother!

Look,

BEST MANURE FOR POTATOES

Much Depends on Energy and Good

Difference In Favor of Poultry Fertilizer Found to Be 15.25 in

Judgment Poultryman Put Into
Work Few Cases Are Cited.

tongue
coated, give "California.
Syrup of Figs."

Forty-Eig-

certain
from. a .
make
person can
.
.
.
.

ht

(By A. J.

No one can tell Just how much a

toW

EL

MAKE PROFIT FROM POULTRY

SICK

If

N

Hill.

FO03

Si

DOBTCrO

FHECCniPTIO:!,

leqq.)

Last spring I put a small handful or
i
VIII

cer--

.
u
yu
A great aeai ae-- ury puuury manure m vamu um mhan
!
penda on various conditions, not the I planted my potatoes, except four
J
least of which are the energy and pieces of rows,
On these I used 14 per cent super-. eood ludirment that the noultrv keen- Children love this "fruit laxative," er Dutg lnto hlg work. Bayg the phosphate In the hill at the rate of
ana nomxng eise Cleanses, tne tenaer Parmer's Wife. Cases are on record about 250 pounds per acre.
I noticed throughout the growing
stomach, liver and bowels so nicely.
where several dollars ner hen have

A child simply will not stop playing
to empty the bowels, and the result is
they become tightly clogged with
waste, liver gets sluggish, stomach
sours, then your little one . becomes
don't eat,
cross,
or
act
breath
is bad,
sleep
naturally,
of
has
full
sore throat,
cold,
system
stomach-ach- e
or diarrhoea. Listen
Mother! See if tongue is coated, then
give a teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and in a few hours al
the constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the sys
tern, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "California
Syrug of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it never fails to act on the stomach, liver
and bowels.
Ask at the store for a
bottle
or "xaiirornia syrup or Figs," which
has full directions for babies, children
of all ages and for grown-up- s
plainly
printed on the bottle. Adv.
balf-eick,Yeveri-

!

liam

i

DOCK 01

I

rowis.

season that the potatoes manured with
the poultry manure were growing
much faster than the others. The
soil was just about the same in both
places, as was the cultivation.
When the potatoes reached ma
turity I dug 24 hills of each of two
rows bring adjacent to each other.

been made annually for some years by
women who have produced the finest
quality of poultry and sold it at the
highest prices for exhibition and
breeding. Many women make from
SI a hen up by producing market
.
eggs.
A lady in Iowa not only paid for
children to
her farm, but sent-hecollege by taking up the poultry business after the death of her husband.
This much Is sure, that the poultry
business has never proved unprofitable to any farm woman who gave
It a reasonable amount of care and
the judgment
applied to it one-haof which she is capable.
r

yspepsh
Neat Way of Putting It.
She Am I the only girl you ever
loved?
He Darling, every splendid result
such as my love for you, must have
some practice.

lf

ATTENTION FOR SHEEP FLOCK

50-ce- nt

Animals Are Dainty Feeders and Will
Not Touch Hay That Other Stock
Has Mussed Over.

SAGE TEA DARKENS GRAY
HAIR TO ANY SHADE. TRY ITC

i

Shep are dainy feeders. They will
not eat hay that other stock have
His Last Visit.
She had seen some springs, also re mussed over, and they will refuse
membered some summers, had known grain taken from a ratty crib. Sheep
a variety of winters, and had a few should have a well ventilated shed,
hard autumns. The young man who high and dry. In dry weather, says a
was coming round seemed to be seri- writer in the Practical Farmer, they
should be allowed their freedom to
ous, but slow, so ehe said:
"I want to show you my rings. run out and in at their will. Nothing
feel or show neglect as quickly
Papa has given me one on each of will
as
sheep.
my birthdays." She exhibited about
Place
the unthrifty ewes by them
twenty rings. "Now," she said, airily,
selves, and give them a little extra
"you can't guess my birthday?"
"Oh, yes I can. It's February 29!' feed. Perhaps they are suffering
from the greed of the bosses In the
He never called again.
flock, and are not getting a full ra
tion. Oats, wheat, bran, linseed meal
and clover hay should be provided
THIS LADY
for ewes. Dip the sheep immediately
after shearing, and again in about
OBEYEDJUSBAND three weeks, to destroy the ticks thatmay have escaped at the first dip-

In Matter Where Her Happiness
Was at Stake, and is Mighty
Glad She Did.
Sheldon, S. C In advices from this
town, Mrs. J. B. Marvin writes as follows: "For more than three years, I
suffered with womanly troubles, and
none of the different treatments I underwent seemed to do me any good.
I also had pains in my left side, so
bad, at times, I could hardly get up.
My husband told me to buy some
Cardul, the woman's tonic, and I did. I
started taking it, and soon began to
feel better. I took only a few bottles
and now I am perfectly well, and able
to do anything.
Cardul has done me a world of good.
It certainly cured me of the trouble I
bad and I am getting along nicely.
I have recommended the remedy to
other sufferers, and they have all been
benefited by it.
I will always keep Cardul in my
home for use in time of need."
Cardul is a purely vegetable remedy, containing no harmful mineral
products. Its ingredients act in a helping, building way, on the womanly con.
stltution. It has been relieving womanly troubles for over half a century,
during which time it has proven of
more than ordinary value as a tonio
for weak women.
You can rely on Cardul. It will do
for you, what It has done for thousands
of otheVs. It will help you. Begin to
take Cardul today.

1

"Are, eh?
A

mother-in-law-.

Well, I have a wife and
I'm only a corporal.

Garden Sage and Sulphur.

When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea- and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly.
Preparing this mixture,
though, at home is mussy and trouble
some. For 50 cents you can buy at
Potato Digger in Action.
tonlo
any drug store the ready-to-us- e
called
and
ma"Wyeth's Sage
Sulphur
One was fertilized with poultry
Hair Remedy." You Juet dampen a
nure and the other with superphos
phate. The potatoes .from each 24 sponge or soft brush with it and
hills were carefully weighed, with the draw this through your hair, taking
one small strand at a time. By morn
following results:
all gray hair disappears, and, after
ing
Twenty-fou- r
hills with superphosanother
application or two, your hair
phates yielded 20.5 pounds.
becomes
r
Twenty-foubeautifully darkened, glossy
hills with poultry maand luxuriant.
You will also disnure yielded 35.75 pounds.
Difference in favor of poultry ma cover dandruff is gone and hair has
stopped falling.
nure,' 15.25.
Ping.
The variety of potatoes planted
Gray, faded hair, though no dls.
1.
common
was
No.
All of the pota
grace, is a eign of old age, and as we
KEEPING DIRT OUT OF MILK toes were
all
desire a youthful and attractive ap
practically free from scab,
as I noticed only one scabby potato, pearance, get busy at once with Wy
Covering Opening of Pail With Cheese and It was found among the ones eth's Sage and Sulphur and look yean
Cloth Will Effectually Keep For.
younger. Adv.
grown with poultry manura
eign Substances Out.
-

Machine Is Best
Explaining His Taste.
It has been discovered by inves
feeds
takes
has put that wild boy
Better
"Binglewood
Grinding
energy.
tigators that the number of bacteria
do
a
on
machine
of
his
to
a
it
than
let
farm
and the youngster
your
in milk drawn before the feeding was get
writes
home
that
he
likes it."
Proaucm6
!
done was in each case much smaller
"Likes
the
line.
it?
qualities
along
grinding
Well,
ain't what
farming
than in the milk drawn after feeding.
to
it
used
be."
In some cases the difference was very

r

1

striking.
It has also been found that the
number of bacteria is not so large
when the milking is done in a partly
covered pail.
Cover, the opening

I

W

rw''
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Why Old Backs Ache
Skim milk may be fed to young colts
with splendid results.

Early and thorough training makes
gentle, safe and tractable horses.
Alfalfa meal proves to be an excel
lent food for all stock in general
.

When not too 'expensive potatoes
may be fed to cows in limited quanti
ties.
Bear In mind that young animals to
be profitable must be kept growing
from birth to maturity.

What a pity that so many persons past
middle age are worried with lame backs,
aching kidneys, poor eyesight, sick headache, dizziness, gravel, dropsy or distressing urinary ills. Kidney weakness
brings these discomforts in youth or age
and is a dangerous thing to neglect, for it
leads to Bright's disease and uric acid
Doan's Kidney Pills have
poisoning.
brought new strength to thousands of
lame backs have rid thousands of
annoying urinary trouble.

An Arkansas Case
"Every Picture
Tell$

a

fSTN

C. A. Hendricks.
Rose
De
Hill,
Queen, Ark., says:
"I wag
Injured
and my kidneys
were weakened. I

Buffered

A

quiet voice and a gentle manner

are splendid qaulities for
stock breeder to acquire.

the live

.

N. B. Writt tot Chattanooga Medicine Co.,
Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chattanooga, Tenn., for
Sitcial Instructions on your case and
book.
Home Treatment for Women," sent in plain
wrapper. Adv.

Only a Private.
"I am the captain of my soul."

Keep Your Locks Youthful, Dark,
Glossy and Thick With Common

Sanitary Milk Pail.
with cheese cloth.

If the fetlocks are kept clipped and
the horse's legs are kept clean
scratches will never bother.

This effectually

Sell all old and poor ewes and start
prevents dirt or foreign substances
of any kind from entering into the your breeding season with a good,
vlg-ouro-

milk.

thoroughbred stock.

a great

deal from kidney
disorder and I had
gravel. Z took all
kinds of medicine,
but found no relief until I used
Doan's Kidney
Pills. Two boxes-cureme and yl
haven't
suffered
since."
Get Doan's at Any Store, 50e Box

DOAN'S WAV
FOSTER-MILBUR-

N

CO., BUFFALO. N. Y.

-- 4
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the altar of th
verse.
same
Lord,"
(6) He "gathered all" the people together; "for they fell to him out of
Israel in abundance when they saw
'at the Lord his God was with him."
'lie revival la now on. The crowds
an. coming. The church has renounced her worldliness; entertainments and euchre parties have given
place to the prayer meeting. "The
altar of the Lord" has been substi
tuted for "the abominable idols," and
it has proved "a drawing card." The
news are filling up. The world is
cold and the people are gathering
around the fire of the Lord.
(7) "They offered unto the Lord the
same time, of the spoil which they
had brought," verse 11. Here is a
further evidence of the revival. When
the spirit of God stirs up a people
the coffers of the treasury begin to
show it. The people offer willingly
when the spirit of God prompts them
to do it, and he so prompts them
through the ministration of his word
(8) "They entered into a covenant
to seek the Lord . . . with all their
heart and with all their soul," verse
(5) He "renewed

How the
Revival Came
By

REV. JAMES M CRAY. D. D.

Dm

of Moody BibU Iottituto
of

OAtftt

TEXT Now for a long season Israel
had been without the true God. II Chron.

16:1

' The condition of
Israel calling for
a revival at the
time is set before
us In the words,
"Now for a long
season Israel had
been without the
true God." To be
without the true
God is certainly a
call for a revival.
But what is it for
a nation, or a
church, or an Individual, to be
without the true
God? In the pres
ent case it meant
three things: (1) They were without
the ordinances of religion. "They
were without a teaching priest, and
without law." (2) They were without
the inner experiences of religion. "In
those times there was no peace to
him that went out, nor to him that
came in." (3) They were without
the outward blessings of religion.
"And nation was destroyed of nation,
and city of city; for God did vex them
with all adversity."
Is not this the picture of a church
or an individual professing Christianity who is without God? The gospel
may be preached in that church, the
ordinances administered, ana iue
prayer meeting, regularly announced,
but the whole round of exercises,
while possessing the form of godliness, is without the power. There Is
no real power in the lives of Christians existing In this way, no realization of their standing in Christ, and
no Joy or gladness in their testimony
and service. They come into church
and go out of it again, as it is said
of these Israelites, without "peace."
Theirs is a state of moral and spiritual "adversity."
Now how did the revival come?
There are ten steps of progress indicated to the finish:
(1) "The spirit of God came upon
Azariah, the son of Oded," verse l.
is
The source of every
divine. It can not be worked up or
'
preached up, but it may be prayed up.
"Ask and ye shall receive." It began in this instance in a single indi
vidual, a prophet, like an ordinary
minister or evangelist of our own day.
The spirit of God fell on him, anointing him for service.
(2) He went out and said, "hear ye
me, the Lord is with you, while ye
be with him; and if ye seek him, he
will be found of you," verse 2. What
a simple thing to say, how. almost
childish, and yet what results it produced! Ah, it makes a great deal
of difference in a message whether it
comes from anointed lips or not. Now
what are we told here? Only this
.

true-reviv-

oelf-evide- nt

al

truth, that we can not

be revived unless the Lord is with
us. But we are told something else
also, viz., that the Lord is with us
while we are with him. And what is
it for us to be with him?; Only to be
living In obedience to him, that is all
(3) "When Asa (the king) heard
these words . . . he took courage,"
verse 8. The first thing the minister
or pastor wants in the work of a revival is courage. He must believe
that God is with him and that something is possible, nay, likely, to be accomplished. The steps of the revival
now follow In regular order.
(4) He "put away the abominable
idol out of all the land.

12.

-

(9) ."And all Judah rejoiced," verse
15.

(10) "And he. (the Lord) was found
of them; and the Lord gave them rest

round about," same verse. Thus the
revival came. The preaching of the
word was with power. The command
ments of God were obeyed. The as
surance of personal salvation was a
living strength. Peace with God was
accompanied by the peace of God
There was boldness of testimony,
separation from the ungodly and un
godliness, power in prayer, flocking
assemblies of the people, liberal giv
ing, earnest consecration and great
rejoicing because of the people, liberal
rejoicing because of the rest and the
presence of the Lord. This is super
natural. It began by the spirit of
God coming on one man, and the God
of Azariah still lives!
Why, then,
should we not ask him to help us as
he helped Israel? Why not beseech
him for the holy spirit to fall on us?
Why not seek this blessing for one
pastor? Remember the promise, "If
two of you are agreed as touching
anything that ye shall ask, it shall
be done for you of my father which
heaven" (M. 18:19).

isjn

$

GAMBOA NAMED FOR PRESIDENT
L

Federico Gamboa, minister of foreign affairs, nominated for the presidency by the Catholic party conven-- '
tlon, and Gen. Eugenie Rascon, named
for the
have accepted
the nominations. Gamboa in accepting the candidacy pointed to his record as a diplomat and the absence of
affiliations with any party.
He tendered his resignation as
minister of foreign affairs, but General
Huerta has not yet accepted it. Senor
Gamboa said he would not be surprise if General Huerta should prefer to continue him In his present
post until the elections, there being
nothing in the laws, he said, to prevent such a course.
Meantime Gen. Felix Diaz has been
recalled by Senor Gamboa to return
to Mexico City. The military mission
of General Diaz in France is ended
'
and he is at the disposition of the
foreign office.
Thp efforts of the Cathollo party,
it Is said, have been directed at the selection of men who would be acceptable to the United States. The choice fell upon Senor Gamboa, for the reason that he has not been prominently identified with any political party.
vice-presidenc- y,

EHRLICH'S SEARCH FOR

CURE-AL-

L

The panacea, or drug that will cure
all diseases, was the dream of the
ancient student of medicine. It has
not yet been found, nor is it likely to
be; yet there is at least one great
medical authority who expects to discover it for one particular class of
diseases namely, those caused by
bacterial infection. There is nothing
illogical in the idea of a substance1
that is fatal to all bacterial organisms. Indeed, such substances are already known, but unfortunately those
with which most people are familiar
will kill the patient as well. In an'
address before the recent international congress of medicine in London,
Prof. Paul Ehrllch, famous as the disof salvarsan, announced his
coverer
'
hope of obtaining what he calls a
"complete radical cure" of all infective . diseases. A report in the Hos-pit-al
(London, August 16) says:
"Many people associate Ehrllch
salvar
simply with the
san, his sensational discovery of three years ago; and, outside bacteriological
circles, this is perhaps his chief title to fame. It is well to realize, however, that Ehrllch is a man of most exceptional genius, whose bold speculations and imaginative theories have been the outstanding features of bacteriological progress any time this last 12 or 14 years."

Laying Up Treasure in Heaven.
Our Heavenly Father, knowing how
and
strongly
constantly
earthly
things grip us and how hard it is for
us to lay up treasure in heaven,
sometimes helps us by taking our
dearest treasure, the darling of our
heart, to himself. Thus he lays up
for us treasure in heaven, and turns
our affection thither. Where our dear
one is, there will our heart be also.
Every pure human affection is really
treasure laid up in heaven, for in
our best moments we realize that
what Is most beautiful, most noble,
WHY O'HAIR DID NOT VOTE
most precious in our loved ones is
The good are largely in
immortal.
heaven even while they are still here;
Representative Frank T. O'Halr of
and when they go out of our Illinois, Democratic successor to "Unsight their attraction becomes wholly cle Joe" Cannon, is one of the mem
heavenly without ceasing to be
bers of the house who did not vote
on the administration currency bill.
But he thinks he has a good excuse.
was out in his district look
O'Hair
In
the World.
Greatest Thing
The greatest thing in. the world, ing after his political fences a bit
after all, is that old divine quality of and rounding up some personal matfaith. It is the attitude of the soul to- ters. He planned to leave for Washward moral truth and moral beauty. It ington in ample time to vote for the
currency bill. The day before he had
is that confident, unalterable confidence that one may make the venture planned to leave, however, he decided
to make some cider. Not having
of love In the midst of the contending
tasted any real cider fresh from the
passions of the world, knowing that
he drank cop'
lcre will not fail and that its rewards press for many moons,
same
The
day he
will bless us. Faith, hope and love iously thereof.
went on a Jaunt Into the country with
abide, but that love which abides is a
couple of friends and devoured a
inseparable from the faith which is Its
of Juicy plums. About two o'clock
lot
dynamic. Love as a sentimental vir- the
following morning he was awaktue springing spontaneously from our
ened
by a terrific pain in the region
natural impulses is an ephemeral and
solar plexus the kind of pain
his
of
wavering thing in the pinch of life. that the
average small boy knows all
Love is the master of us all, and of the
he vras going to
about. He
world, only when it is adhered to by die. He didthought
not reach Washington until the day after the currency bill
an act of faith expresed in a deliberpassed the house. Now he is wondering whether he will be able to satisfy
ate choice. Then we become its bond- his
constituents about that ailment if "Uncle Joe" enters the race against
servants, Universallat Leader.
him next year.
much-talked--

.
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There was an Instant's silence
fore Stover inquired, with ominous

bere-

straint:
--

Who's been monkeying with It?"

"It's warm!"

"Oh!" It was a sigh of relief.
"A man can't get In shape taking
Warm water
warm shower-baths- .
a
weakens person."
will listen to me
"Mebbe you-al- l
next time!" again cried Willie, triumphantly. "I said at the start that a
bath never helped nobody. When
they're hot they saps a man's courage,
and when they're cold they"
You don't understand!
"No, no!
BT THE HAYOT
For an athlete the bath ought to be
cold the colder the better. It's the
shock that hardens a fellow."
Willie
"We ain't got no bear."
looked chagrined.
"This ain't their habitat" added
Stover apologetically.
'
gT "KTOFEP C BROTHERS'
"Well, he ought to have meat and
It ought to be wild raw, if possible."
I
"Morning,
"Their ain't nothln' wilder 'n a long-horagain."
We can git him a steer."
"No savvy who; stlange man! I go
are sure the meat isn't too
"You
Has he weakened himself much?1
tender?"
Inquired the foreman..
"It's tougher 'n a night in Jail'
"Undoubtedly, but "
"Good! The rarer it Is the better.
"WTiat?"
Some raw eggs and a good strong
"If we only had some Ice"
"
vegetable
"We got ice; plenty of It We got
"Onions?"
a load from the railroad yesterday."
"Fine!
We'll save him yet!"
'Then our only chance to save him
"We'll
get the grub."
is to fill the barrel quickly. We. must
'"And he'll eat it!" Willie nodded
freeze him, and freeze him well, be
fore it is too late! By Jove! I'm glad firmly.
Stover Issued another order, this
I thought of it!"
to Carara.
time
Stover turned to his men. "Four of
"You 'n Cloudy butcher the wildest
you-al- l
hustle up a couple hundred
d
you can find. If you
of that Ice pronto! Crack it,
pounds
anmi tne Dan." There was a can't get close enough to rope him,
shoot him, and bring in a hind quarscramble for the door.
"And there's something else, too, ter. It's got to be here in time for
went on Berkeley. "He's being fed breakfast"
"Si, Senor!" The Mexican picl ed
wrong for his last days of training
the idea af a man eating lamb-chopup his lariat; the Indian took a Winfried eggs, oatmeal, and all that debili chester from an upper bunk and filled
tating stuff! Those girls overload his it with cartridges.
stomach.
"Of course, he'll have to eat out
Why, he ought to have
here; they spoil him up at pie house."
something to make him strong
fierce!"
"Sure thing!"
"Name it," said Willie, shortly.
"I'd hate to see him lose; It would
like
like
bear meat be a terrible blow to Miss Blake."
"Something
down to spling-hous- e
for bucket wa Fresno shook his head doubtfully.
ter; see 'im lide 'way. Veliy stlange!"
"What about us?"
"I bet it's Gallagher."
"Oh, you can stand It but she's a
"Vat you tank he vants?" queried girl. Ah, well," the speaker sighed,
"I hope nothing occurs between now
Murphy.
"He's layln' to get a 6hot at our and Saturday to prevent his running."
"It won't," Stover grimly assured
runner," declared Stover, while Mr.
Cloudy, forgetting his Indian reserve, the Californian. "Nothin' whatever is
explained in classic English his own goin' to occur."
theory of the nocturnal visits.
"He was speaking yesterday about
"Do you remember Humpy Joe? the possibility of some business enWell, they didn't cripple him, but he gagement "
lost I don't think Gallagher would
The small man in glasses interruptinjure Mr. Speed, but he might-br- ibe ed. "Nothin but death shall take him
him."
from us, Mr. Fresno."
"Caramba!" exclaimed the Mexi"If I think of anything else," offered
can.
Berkeley, kindly, "I'll tell you
"God Imighty!" Willie cried. In
"We wish you would "
shocked accents.
Fresno returned to the house, hum"I believe you're right but" Stover ming cheerily. It was still an hour
meditated briefly before announcing until his breakfast-time-,
but he had
with determination "well do a little accomplished much. In the midst of
nlght-rldlourselves.
Willie, you his meditation he came UDon Miss
watch this young feller daytimes, and Blake emerging upon tho rear porch.
"
the rest of us'll take turns at night
he cried. f She
An' don't lose sight of the fat man. started a trifle guiltily. "What are
neither he might carry notes. If you you doing at this hour?"
don't like the looks of things you
"Oh, I Just love the morning air,"
know what cards to draw."
she, answered.
d
"Same here! 'Honesty goes to bed
"Sixes," murmured the
cow-ma"Don't worry."
early, and Industry rises betimes.'
"If you see anything suspicious, That's me!"
'Then you have been working?"
burn it up. And we'll take a shot at
we
see
Fresno nodded. He was looking at
anything
moving after 9:00
four cowboys who were entering the
p. m."
Then Berkeley Fresno came hur gymnasium, staggering beneath dripThen he turned his
with a very ping gunny-sackriedly Into the bunk-hous- e
"Good-morninI
gaze
I'm
searchingly upon the girl.
cheery
glad
"Were you looking for Speed V he
found you up and doing," he said
blithely. "I thought of something in asked accusingly.
"The idea!" Miss Blake flushed
my sleep." It was evident that the
speaker had been in more than ordi- faintly.
"If you are, he has gone fora run.
nary haste to make his discovery
I
dearly love to see him get up early
known, for underneath his coat he
still wore his pajama shirt and his and run, he enjoys it so."
"I have been baking a cake." said
hair was unbrushed.
Helen, displaying the traces of her
"What is It?"
"Your man Speed Isn't taking care occupation upon her hands, arms, and
apron, while Fresno, at sight of the
of himself."
"What did I tell you?" said Willie blue apron tied at her throat and
to his companions.
waist, felt that he himself was as
'
"It seems to me that in justice to dough in her hands. "I had a dreadyou boys he shouldn't act this way," ful time to make it rise."
"If I were a cake I would. rise at
Fresno ran on. "Now, for Instance,
Is tepid." yqur lightest word."
the water in his shower-bat- h
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Heart ranch are
Cowboys of the
heartbroken over Flying
the loss of their much- prized phonograph
by the defeat of their
with tne cook oi
cnampion in a root-rac- e
the Centipede ranch. A house party Is
ion at1 the Flying Heart J. Wallingfofd
Speed, cheer leader at Yale, and Culver
Covington,
champion runner, are expected. Helen Blake, Speed's
sweetheart, becomes interested In the loss
of the phonograph. She suggests to Jean
Chapin, sister of the owner of the ranch,
that she Induce Covington, her lover, to
win back the phonograph. Helen declares
inai ir Covington won t run. speed win.
The Cowboys are hilarious over the prospect SDGed and his valet. Larry Glass.
trainer at Yale, arrive. Helen Blake asks
Speed, who has posed to her as an ath
lete, io race against the cenupeae man.
The cowboys Join
in the appeal to Wally.
and fearing that Helen will find him out.
he consents. He insists, however, that he
shall be entered as an unknown, figuring
that Covington will arrive In time to take
his place, Fresno, glee club singer from
Stanford university and in love with
Helen, tries to discredit Speed with the
ladies and the cowboys. Speed and Glass
put In the time they are supposed to be
training
playing cards in a secluded spot.
The cowboys explain to Speed how much
the race means to them. Speed assures
them he will do his best The cowboys
tell Glass It is up to him to see that Speed
wins the race. Willie, the gunman, declares the trainer will go back east packed in ice. If Speed falls. A telegram comes
from Covington saying he is in Jail at
Omaha for ten days. Glass In a panic
forces Speed to begin training In earnest
Speed declares to Larry that the test way
out Is for him (Speed)
himself.
to
Glass won't stand for It injure
lnter-collegia-
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CHAPTER XII. Continued.

"Strange!" said Willie.
: "What?"
"My rest was fitful and disturbed
and peopled by strange fancies a
whole lot I dreamp' he throwed the

race!"

A chorus of oaths from the bunks.
"What did you do?" inquired Stover.
"I woke up, all of a tremble, with a
gun in each hand."
"Well, I'm Ahe last person In the
world to be superstitious," Still Bill
observed, "but I've had sim'lar visions

lately."

"Maybe It's a
"
"What is a
om-en?-

om-en.-

"

Carara inquired,

n.

four-year-ol-

sweet"

"What Is going on here?" demanded
a voice behind them, and Mrs. Keai
came out upon the porch, eying the
pair suspiciously. It was evident that
she, like Fresno, had dressed hurriedly.
"Mr. Fresno is going to sing to us,"
explained the younger girl, quickly.
"Really?"
"I am like the bird that greets the
morn with song," laughed the tenor,
awkwardly.
"What are you going to sing?" demanded the chaperon, still suspiciously.

"Dearie."
"Don't you know any other song?"
"Oh, yes, but they are all sad."
"I'm getting a trifle tired of
'Dearie, let's have one of the others."
Mrs. Keap turned her eyes anxiously
and it
toward the training-quarternot
counted
was patent that she had
s,

.

.

"Good-morning!-

near-sighte-

n.

s.

g!

,"

--

s,

n'

"I See Mm Llde 'way. Velly Stlange."
"A om-enexplained Willie, "is a
kind of a nut. Salted om-en- s
Is
served at swell restarawnts with the
soup."
In the midst of it Joy, the cook,
appeared in the doorway, and spoko
In his gentle, ingratiating tones:

"The cook said It wouldn't be fit to
eat" declared Helen.
"I should love to eat your cooking."
"Once In a while, perhaps, but not
every day."
always.
"Every day always and Blake-Helen!"
You know what 1 mean, Miss
lova
The young man bent
er's gaze upon his companion until
he detected her eyes fastened with
startled inquiry upon his toilet Remembering, he buttoned his coat but
ran on. "This is the first chance I've
had to see you alone since Speed ar
rived. There's something I want to
ask you."
"I I know what it is," stammered
Helen. "You want me to let you sing
again. Please doi I love morning
music and your voice is so tender."
"Life," said Berkeley, "la one

Four Cowboys Were Staggering Be
neath Dripping Gunny-Sackupon this encounter. Noting her lack
of ease, Fresno said hopefully:
"If you are going for a walk, 111
sing for you at some other time."
"Is Mr. Speed up yet?"
"Up and gone. He'll be back soon."
Then Mrs. Keap sank into the hammock, and with something like resignation, said:
"Proceed with the song."
a.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

"Facial Freaks and Frolics." '
After the Chirstmas party they both
felt very pleased with themselves and
things In general
They sat together in a cozy little alcove, and
he took his courage In both hands and proposed.
There was no hesitation on the lady's
part as she accepted, and a moment
later they occupied but one chair.
while she nestled closely to his manly
oreast Suddenly she started, frowned
and looked him full In the face.
"Albert," she said, "you are untrue
tt me! You are playing a game with
by-and--

me!

You"

"Darling," he lisped,

"You are

"what"

at

me!" she thundered indignantly.
"I can't help it," he muttered sad
ly. "My eyeglasses are falHne off
gradually, and I don't want to let go
of your dear little hand."
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SPLENDID OPPORTUNITY FOR
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HARRY H. McELROY,
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I. J. Briscoe.
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Superintendent of Schools
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Surveyor-Orvi- lle

ATTORNEY AT LAW

Mr.

Board of Commissioners.

General Practice. Member of
Bar of Supreme Court of United

SANSON, the Most Beautifully Located Town, and

Finest Valley in Eastern Quay County, New Mexico, is Located About the Center of the Valley, and is the principal

States, State Courts and United
States Land Office

First District W. B. Rector.
Second District Fred Walther.,
C. Collins
Third District-- T.

trading point ot the valley.
CHAS. C.

REED,
Write for prices, terms and
:
descriptive literature to

Notary-Publi- c,

Precinct Officers.

Justice of Peace.

R. C. Mundell,
Dudley Andt rson, Constable.

All Legal Blanks Properly Execu'td
Office in Sentinel Building

HERMAN OERHARDT, mgr., Tucumcai,

THE LODGES
U.

S. Local Land Officers.

Register R. A. Prentice.
Receiver N. V. Gallegos.

TIME TABLE.
Daily.
No. 41, Passenger West 7:20km
No. 42, Passenger East 4:40 a.m.
Daily except Sunday.
No. 91, Local Frt.West 11:30 i.m
N. 92, Local Frt. East 10:30 a.m.
O.R. DENTON, Agent.
T

in the

The W. O. W, meets each second and fourth Saturday. Visitng
soverigns welcomed.
H. B. Horn, C. C.
O. LOwen, Clerk.

& M

M.

THE CHURCHES
E. CHURCH Meetings every

Third Sunday's of eacli month.
Services morning and evening.
Rp.v. J. A. Trickey, Pastor

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH.

C. C. REED, Local Agt., San

Jon.N.

V.

M

M.

I
Reed, U. S. Commissioner, t San
Jon, New Mexico on the 15th day
,

of

Dec,

State Land Office
Robert P, Ervein,

J

Commissioner
Santa Fe, New Mexico

i

1913

Claimant names as witnesses.
T. M. Abbott, Delton Jenkins,
L. A.t Shiplet, C. A. Rodgers, all
.

of Revuelto, New Mexico.
R. A. Prentice, Register

Cause cf Insomnia

November 8, i913.
All railroads will grant a special rate of a fare
h
for
for the round trip from all points
in N. M. to Deming. The rate
is granted at the request of the
State Corporation Commission
to give a low fare to those
g
to attend the state sale
of 18,000 acres of land in the
shallow water belt, which sale
takes place at Deming, N. M. on
the 8th day of Dec. 1913.
Yours respectively,
Robert P. Ervien

The'most common cause of inNew Mexicoi
San Jon,
07176
ev. B. Q. Massgke Pastor. somnia is disorders of the stomach
and constipation. Chamberlain's
Department of the IntericT TJ. S. Land
fourth Sunday
every
Preachihg
Office at Tucnmcari, New Mexico
Tablets correct these disorders
at 11 oclock a. m.
and enable you tff sleep. For sale
October 28 1913.
8 oclock p. m;
service,
Prayer
Notice is hereby given that Rich
by All Dealers.
adv.
All Christians especially invited
ard A. Sharp of San Jon, N. Mex.
for the good The Iowa
to this praver-servicSeperator runs light
who, on March n th 1907,
of the community.
and
does
efficent work with cold
made Homestead Entry Serial No.
Service at 2 oclock (slow time) foamy or warm milk.
07176, no 15997 forSEi4 Section on
Saturday before the fourth
31, Twp. 9N, Range 34 E,
Sunday. Everybody invited.
1
N. M. P. Meridian
Sunday School each Sabbath at
has filed notice of intention to
'
make final Five year Proof, to 10 oclock a. m.
J. D. Griffiths, Supt.
establish claim to the land above
A. R. It'irt, Sec.
discribed, before Chas. C. Reed
'.w
U. S. Commissioner
at
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
San Jen
03992
New Mexico, on the 15th day of
OI4010
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

e

one-fift-

des-irein-

Commissioner.
1

HEADQUARTERS FOR

j

STAPLR & FANCY npnrPDipc
vv
v

December, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Hale Russell, Jess Crecelius
W. T. Brown J.Brown
all of San Jon, N. M.

Department of the interior U.
S. Land Office at Tucumcari N.
M. Oct. 28 1913
Notice is hereby given that
James Thomas King, of Revuelto,
R. A. Prentice, Register N. M . who on
Feb. 13th 1909.
made H E. Serial, No. 03992, for
,lMH,,M"ffr,M"(
SEi-- 4 and on Dec. 10, 1910 made
Tonight
Addl. Serial-No014010 for Lots
SW1-4Ei-&
, Section 31,
2
and
Tonight, if you feel dull and 3 4
stupid, or bilious and constipated Twp. 12 N. Range 34 E. In. M. P.
take a dose of Chamberlain's Meridian, Has filed notice of inTablets and you will feel all right, tention to make Thre year proof,
tomorrow. For sale by All dealers to establish claim to the land
adv.
above described, before Charles C.
.

.
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BEST OF OUTDOOR FUN

One boy can do an errand In Just
Ir.gratei.
It will take two boyt
A courle cf congressmen from 'Mis half the time
souri were one day discussing the po to do It.
f Committee on the Subject Has Named
cf a number of
litical
the Various Occasions, and
their constituents who, by their in
(
Their Purpose.
fluence, had been "placed."
"This civil service idea is a rraua,
A suggested calendar of social Sun- said one of the representatives. "Just
I
days has just been completed by a as soon as these fellows got warm in
I
special conference committee appoint- their seats
they snapped their fingers
i ed to study this subject In the cal
me.
Once
fixed, they made up
endar sixteen Sundays of a national at
do no more work for
to
character are Indicated, of which six their minds
are for the furtherance of social prop the party."
"I have in mind." said the otner
The full report Is made pub
aganda.
'
case of a fellow in my
and thus prove that your
lic from the office of the National member, "the I
to get into the
whom
district
helped
Association for the Study and Preven
liver is working properly.
He was
internal revenue service.
tion of Tuberculosis.
of the chaps to which
It is always the person
The committee which has studied worse than any
as he got
soon
as
Just
refer.
you
with a "lazy liver" that is
the subject consisted of Philip P. Ja
he joined the church, and
his
place
Na
of
the
cobs, assistant secretary
downhearted, blue and
been useless as far
tional Association for the Study and ever since he has
is con
despondent. Cheer up
Prevention of Tuberculosis; Orlando as our political organization
F. Lewis, secretary of the Prison As cerned."
help the liver and bowels
Wilsociation of New York, and Rev.
in their work by taking
To Absorb Dampness.
liam T. Demarest secretary of the
A quantity of quicklime put Into a
Home Missions' council. The commit
will aba
tee has canvassed all of the various damp cupboard for few days
associations that have had or are sorb the dampness.
interested In special Sundays for the
STOMACH BITTERS
n
AJTJ
ft "
tUiAAb
V.
observance of their respective move TVm't
ftocent water fur bluin?. Ask for Red
ments through the churches. As a Cross Bill Blue. Adr.
I
result of the work of the committee,
and you have the secret
of
the
become
What has
the following calendar has been sugto health and happiness.
ioned man who used a mustache cup?
gested for 1914, including a number
Take a bottle home today.
of stated church and national holi
is the motive power
Sun
Year's
New
days: January 4th,
that requires the least oil.
day; January 25th, Child Labor Sun
day; February 8th, Lincoln's Sunday;
February 22d, Washington's Sunday;
April 12th, Easter Sunday; April 19th,
Sabbath Observance Day; May 10th,
Mothers Sunday; May 17th, Peace
Sunday; May 24th or 31st, Memorial
Sunday; June 14th, Children's Sun
day; June 28th, Independence Day
Sunday; September 6th, Labor Sun
day; October 25th, Prison Sunday;
November 22d, Thanksgiving Sunday;
November 29th to December 6th, Tu
December 20th,
berculosis
Day;
Christmas Sunday.

SOCIAL

SUNDAYS

FOR

1914

non-activit-

HAPPY THE MAN WHO FIND3 DE
LIGHT IN FISHING.

Enjoyment Not Given to All, and Haro
to Cultivate Health, Strength,
Courage and Fortitude In
j
the Sport.

There are In this world two eorU
of men, those who fish and those who

don't

The don't are dlrided Into those who
would If they could, but can't, and
those who could If they would, but

wont

The wont are still further divided
Into those who are quite contented that
they don't want to, and those who are
dissatisfied with themselves because
they lack the taste.
When we get as far ae this we reach
the man who could if he would but
won't, and would If he could but can't.
Talk to him about it, and he will
tell you something like this:
"Yes; I know that it is a great thing
to go fishing. There Is my partner. He
Is a fisherman, says It's fun, and by
the way he sticks to it and leaves
me here to take care of things, I guess
likely it is fun for him. But as for
me, I can't fish. I've tried it, faith
fully; have sat In a boat half a day
at a time; have tramped miles of
stream; have gone through the mo
tions and caught fish, too, but that
la not fishing; it does not give me the
enjoyment it does others. I am not
a fisherman, when I see how others
like it, how much good It seems to
do them, and how It brightens up the
world for them; I often wish I did
like fishing. But I don't, and never
shall."
That Is what the woulds say. Just
such cases have come under the notice of almost every fisherman. For
there is this about field sports, that
while most people are quite ready to
recognize what they do for those who
follow them, the taste for their true
enjoyment is born in one, and is with
difficulty acquired in mature years. It
may He long latent, and one may take
to fishing or to shooting late in life,
but he must have had in him, though
dormant and unsuspected, the capacity
of enjoyment with the rod or the gun.
Not Infrequently people take up In late
life the fishing rod which has been
idle for years, or go shooting once
more after a decade of forgetfulness
of the field. They renew the eport3 of
their early days, and with them awaken again the youthful spirit, and restore health and strength and courage
and fortitude.
To be possessed of
such tastes is a blessing often too
lightly esteemed. The father who endows his eon in the care-fre- e
days of
boyhood with a liking for these sports
of the field is equipping him for life
with resources of healthful enjoyment.
Forest and Stream.
Largest Novel.
The largest novel in the world has
Just been finished by a Japanese
writer, Kiong Te Bakia. It was commenced in 1852, and the author found
a publisher willing to publish the novel
in volumes as the writer finished them,
the last volume being turned over to
the publisher this year.
There are no fewer than 106 volume
all told, each one containing
1,000
end each page has about
pages,thirty lines each containing an average of ten words, so that the work
consists of 106 volumes, 106,000 pages,
3,180.000 lines, and 38,1.00,000 words,
and It weighs about 130 pounds. So
far it has not been suggested that this
work should be translated and published In England.
It. would just be the thing for the
library of a convict prison, so that
whn a man was sentenced to "ten
years' hard" he could calmly start at
volume one and plod on without interruption till "Finis" was reached.
Only some of the poor fellows might
be asking for five years more If they
were "let off" reading the book.
-

y

BE

JOLLY

HOSTETTER'S

old-fas- h

Self-intere-

Reassembled.
when
"So,
you broke the news to
her she went all to pieces?"
"Yes, but it didn't take her long to
'
collect herself."
Same Thing.

"The movement you speak of Is a

weak one it is acephalous."
" 'Tisn't; all it needs is a head."

If a man Is willing to admit it when
he is wrong he is all right.
A FOOD DRINK
Which Brings Daily Enjoyment

A lady doctor writes:

"Though busy hourly with my own
affairs, I will not deny myself the pleasure of taking a few minutes to tell of
my enjoyment daily obtained from my
morning cup of Postum. It is a food
beverage, not an irritant like coffee.
I began to use Postum 8 years ago,
not because I wanted to, but because
coffee, which I dearly loved, made my
nights long, weary periods to be dread
ed and unfitting me for business during
the day.
"On advice of a friend, I first tried
Postum, making it carefully as sug
gested on the package. As I bad alI
ways used 'cream and no sugar.'
mixed my Postum so. It looked good,
was clear and fragrant, and it was a
pleasure to see the cream color it as
my Kentucky friend wanted her cof
fee to look 'like a new saddle.'
"Then I tasted it critically, for I had
tried many 'substitutes' for coffee. I
was pleased, yes, satisfied with my
Postum In taste and effect, and am yet,
being a constant user of it all these
years. I continually assure my friend3
and acquaintances that they will like it
in place of coffee, and receive benefit
from its use. I have gained weight,
can sleep and am not nervous."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. Write for the little book,
"The Road to Wellville."
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular Postum must be well

'
Instant Postum is a soluble

boiled.

:

fiOWder.

teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a
cup of hot water and, with cream and
sugar, makes a delicious beverage instantly. Grocers sell both kinds.
"There's a reason" for Postum.
A

st

From 40 to 50 Woman's Critical Period.
Such warning symptoms as sense of suffocation, hot
flashes, severe headaches,. melancholia, dread of impending
evil, palpitation of the heart, irregularity, constipation and
dizziness are. promptly treated by intelligent women who
are approaching the period of life.
This is the most critical period of woman's life and she
who neglects the care of her health at this time invites incurable disease and pain." Why not be guided by the experience of others and take Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound? It is an indisputable fact that this grand old
remedy has helped thousands of women to pass through
this trying period with comfort and safety. Thousands of
genuine and honest testimonials support this fact.
From Mrs. HENRY HEAVILIN, Cadiz, Ohio,

"Worth, Texas.
"I have taken Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and derived great benefit from its use. It carried me
safely through the Change of Life when I was in bad health. I had
that all gone feeling most of the time, and headache constantly, I was
very nervous and the hot flashes were very bad. I had tried, other
remedies and doctors, but did not improve until I began taking Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. It has now been sometime since
I took the Compound and I have had no return of my old complaints.
I always praise your remedies to weak women." Mrs. Hens
IIeavilin, It. F. D. No. 5, Cadiz, Ohio.

Fort

From Mrs. EDWARD B. IIILBERT, Fleetwood, Pa.
Fleetwood, Pa. "During the Change of Life I was hardly able to
be around at alL I always had a headache and I was so dizzy and
nervous that I had no rest at night. The flashes of heat were so bad
sometimes that I did not know what to do.
" One day a friend advised me to take Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and it made me a strong, well woman. I am very
thankful that I followed my friend's advice, and I shall recommend lfe
as long as I live Before I took the Compound I was always
sickly
and now I have not had medicine from a doctor for years. You mar
publish my letter." Mrs. Edward B. Hubert, Fleetwood, Pa.
From Mrs. F. I. MULLENDORE, Munford, Ala.
Munford, Ala. " I was so weak and nervous while passing through
v,
the Chanere of Life that I could hardlv livo. Mv VmoVvor,,!
rubber on all the gates for I could not stand to have a gate slam. '
also had backache and a fullness

"I

in my stomach.

miuiuma .vegeiarne vqmpouna was adiyum
vertised for such cases and I sent and got a bottle.
It did me so much good that I kept on taking it and
found it to be all you claim. I recommend it to
x

all women, afflicted as I was." Mrs. F. P. Mullen-IjorMunford, Ala.
Write to TA MA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO.

k,

'J

.

fCOXFIDEM'f AD LYNX. MANS.,
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Your letter will be onencri. read find nnuivmwil
woman and held lu strict coulideiico.
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Old People Need
A Bowel Stimulant

Investigations Seem to Prove That
Barbara Frietchte Was a Real

SLUGGISH LIVER

Personage.
All believers in Barbara Frletchle

greet with gratitude the evidence
that
there really was such a person,
No sick headache, sour stomach;
set forth by Mrs. Clara V. Mott And
biliousness or constipation
the most striking thing in reading the
poem, in knowing that more than a
by morning.
thousand people have gone from all
over the country to Mrs. Frietchie's
Get a
box now.
out of devotion to her memory,
home,
Turn the rascals out the headache.
is that all this sustained sentiment
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them came from the fact that a woman
out
and keep them out with waved her flag to what she supposed
were
to

the Ideal One Is a Mild Laxative-Toni-

Will

10-ce- nt

c

That IVill Keep the Bowels
)

Gently Active,
Healthy old aee is so absolutely de
pendent upon the condition of the bowels that great care should be taken to
see that they act regularly. The fact
is that as age advances the stomach

A

At

rTr-t-

'

f

SI

f

muscles become weak and inactive and
the liver does not store up the juices
that are necessary to prompt digestion.
Union troops, and continued
Some help can be obtained by eating
Cascarets.
wave
when
it
she
discovered
they
Millions of men and women take a
easily digested foods and by plenty of
were
not.
Cascaret now and then and never
exercise, but this latter is irksome to
But it is a relief to know positively most elderly people. One thing is cerknow the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom that she waved her flag at any one, tain, that a state of constipation should
for a belief of fifty years is hard to always be avoided, as it is dangerous
MRS. MARY A. P. DAVIDSON
ach.
Don't put In another day of distress shake. And wave it Barbara did, says to life and health. The best plan Is
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach; Mrs. Mott, who reports the details in to take a mild laxative as often as is had continual bowel trouble. From
remove the sour, fermenting food; the Baltimore American. A soldier in deemed necessary. But with equal cer- the day she began taking Dr. Caldtake the excess bile from your liver Washington, who was in the Third tainty it is suggested that cathartics well's Syrup Pepsin she has had no
and carry out all the constipated brigade, saw It done. Moreover, Mrs. purgatives, physics, salts and pills be further inconvenience and naturally
waste matter and poison In the Abbott of Frederick, heard the story avoided, as they do but temporary good she is glad to say kind things of this
from her mother, Barbara's niece, to and are so harsh as to be a shock to a
bowels. Then you will feel great.
remedy.
whom Mrs. Frletchle told the tale as delicate system.
A Cascaret
A bottle can be bought of any drugstraightens you soon
as it had happened.
out by morning. They work while
A much better plan and one that gist at fifty cents or one dollar. People
Even those who question the pretty thousands of elderly people are follow- usually buy the fifty cent size first, and
A
box from
you sleep.
any drug store means a clear head, incident cannot doubt that Barbara ing, Is to take a gentle laxative-toni- c
then, having convinced themselves of
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver Frletchle at least lived if they do like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, which its merits, they buy the dollar size,
and bowel action for months. Chil doubt, let them go to Frederick, and acts as nearly like nature as is possible. which is more economical. Results are
dren love Cascarets because they see what Mrs. Abbott has. She has In fact, the tendency of this remedy always guaranteed or money will be
the blue china coffee pot which was is to strengthen the stomach and bowel refunded. Elderly persons of both
never gripe or sicken. Adv.
used for General Washington's refresh muscles and so train them to act natu- sexes can follow these suggestions
Too Deep.
ment when he passed through Fred'
again, when medicines of all with every assurance of good results.
Senator Tillman, who is an anti- erick in 1791; the long chamois gloves rally
Families wishing to try a free samkinds can usually be dispensed with.
suffragist, listened calmly, at a dinner 'which Barbara Frietchie wore when This 13 the opinion of many people of ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by adin Washington, to an impassioned she pruned her roses; the silk mitts different
ages, among them Mrs. Mary dressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419 Washspeech by a brother senator in suf- which she knitted for herself; a nut- A. P. Davidson of University Mound ington St., Monticello, 111. A postal
cracker In a leather case; her tea Home, San Francisco, Cal. She is 78 card with your name and address on
frage's behalf.
At the end of this speech a diner, cups; a little glass smelling-bottle- ,
and because of her sedentary habits it will do.
as he applauded enthusiastically, said with which, It is said, she used to
to Senator Tillman:
keep herself wakeful in long sermons,
"He's a deep thinker, ain't he?"
and many other things.
"Yes," wasthe reply; "he can't talk
There is a Barbara Frietchie asso
three minutes without getting beyond ciation now, founded over a year ago.
his depth."
V
Its members are both men and wom
en, and they live all over the United
Force of Habit.
States. It was due to this society
"Why the noise?"
that the body of Mrs. Frietchie was re-"The barber is shaving himself?"
The superior shooting1 of Winchester
interred last Memorial day, in Fred
"But why the argument?"
erick.
"Nublack" and "New Rival" shotgun
"He is trying to persuade himself
shells is due to the Winchester method of
to have a shampoo."
construction and loading, which
Analyzing a Volcano.
has been developed during over
FACE COVERED WITH PIMPLES
Members of the staff of the geophys
forty years of manufacturing in a
ical laboratory of the Carnegie insticountry where shotgun shootincr
214 Brevard
tution are studying the physics and
St., Tampa, Fla,
a science. Loaded shells that
is
commenced
of
active
volcanoes
at
the
"Some three years ago I
chemistry
meet
in
and
Kilauea
crater
on
of
Hawaii. During
the exacting conditions of
to suffer from a rash
my face
v
back. Before the pimples came on my the summer of 1912 these investigators
soortsmen are sure to
American
face there were a lot of blackheads. It descended Into the crater and collectsatisfy anybody. Try either of these
looked as if 'the blackheads turned ed gases directly from the lava. These
shells and then you'll
into pimples because after a little they sealed in glass tubes without letLOOK FOR THE RED 17 ON THE BOX
while all of them were gone and my ting the gases come in contact with
sent
to
at
all.
tubes
the
air
the
They
face was covered with pimples. They
were small at first but gradually Washington. Besides taking samples
Not Much Light.
grew and right at the end of each of liquid lava directly from the molten
Secretary Bryan at a luncheon In
pimple it was all white. I carelessly lake the investigators studied the com
matter in Washington said of a man who,
picked them with my finger nails, position of the
"Hunt'sCurc" is guarwhich made them spread, and I soon the cloud of smoke above the volcano. through simulated modesty, had de
to stop and
anteed
office:
discovered them on my back, j My Since some authorities have believed clined an important and useful
un"So he wants to hide his light
permanently cure that
back was covered with pimples and that there ie no water in the material
Then
a
eh?
the
der
is
bushel,
volcanoes
terrible itching. It is
perhaps
it
emitted
by
interesting
my face the same way. At night I
off
well
his
without
as
is
laborato
the
notice
that
country
just
geophysical
could hardly sleep on account of the
compounded for that
services."
no
less
condensed
than
workers
tory
and
purpose and your money
itching sensation, they
burning
and
added:
smiled
The
will
be promptly refunded
one
water
of
of
a
half
secretary
beby
cooling
out
pint
not
to
like
did
caused. I
go
WITHOUT
of
his
man
talks
"When a
QUESTION
hiding
cause the pimples caused disfigure- the gases that they had taken directly
if Hunt's Cure fail to cure
I
Com-- '
bushel
think
a
under
Youth's
lava.
from
usually
the
light
boiling
ment.
Jtch, Eczema, Tetter, Ring
that a thimble would answer the purWorm or any other Skin
"Seeing the 'advertisement of Cuti-cur- a panion.
as well."
pose
just
one
of
in
Ointment
and
Disease.
50oat
Soap
your druggist's, or by mail
it. Manufactured only by
if
he
hasn't
direct
I
a
sent
for
I
sample.
the magazines
Not to Leave.
Ironsides"
to
"Old
Mothers
MEDICINE CO.. Sherman, Texa
B.
RICHARDS
A.
Important
Ointand
some
Cuticura Soap
bought
Examine carefully every bottle of
The old frigate Constitution, VOld
ment, and I am glad to be able to
will be moved from its CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for PREVENTION
say that I am entirely cured of pim- Ironsides,"
infants and children, and see that it
location at the Charlestown
present
Jno.
better than cure. Tutt'a PMU If taken la tlM
0.
Darlington,
ples." (Signed)
Bosnot
to
is
leave
re not only remedy for, but will prevent
it
hut
navy yard,
Jan. 25, 1913.
of
SICK HEADACHE,
of
the
ton.
Assistant
Signature
Navy
Secretary
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold,
and kindred dleeaMS
to
assurance
30
fact.
In
this
Use
For
Over
Years.
Roosevelt
constipation
bniouineat.
gave
throughout the world. Sample of each
la
at
vessel
.The historic
(the upper Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
free.with 32-- Skin Book. Address post
near
the main
the
of
navy
end,
yard,
card "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.
Needs Courage.
gate. Its new berth will be at tire
'
Wouldn't Be Here.
other end of the yard, at the entrance
Mother Now, children, I want you
"I suppose you've heard of the fool of the little stream known as "Little to kiss Miss Lemon good-by- .
ffpfliW of this paper desirins t0 iu'
killer?"
Elder Brother Come on, Billy, be IVGdUCIa
Mystic." This Is the place made va
anything advertised in its colcant by the removal of the old traln- - a sport. It'll be over in a second.
"Yes; but I've never met him."
umns should insist upon having what they
"That is quite obvious."
Life.
ng ship Wabash some months ago.
for,ref using all substitutes or imitations
ask
The transfer will be made after
Mrs.WInslow's Soothing Syrup for Children
Commandant DeWitt Coffman of the
Red Cross Ball Blue gives double, value for
s
.1U.U4 MJTIJ.l
teething, Boftens the gums, reduces
new
berth
the
can
have
money, poes twice as fur as any other,
yard
navy
paln.cures wind colic ,25c a bottleUv
iour
other.
Adv.
into
any
Bwt
Cough Bjnp. TutM Good.
put your morej
dredged, to permit the old Constitu
in Mm. Sold by DnnuliU
Yes, Alonzo, it's better to have poor tion to enter without injury to its bot
Is used by lots of people to
Speech
tom.
relations than to be one.
conceal what they think.
to-nig- ht

.

,

to-nig- ht
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SAN JON,

No, 4873

Department of the Interior,

I

N U L

oitbtM

E. Jennings of San ion, N. M.. who
n Mav. Kith, lo07, nnde II. K. Ser,
No.07W.INo 17 Vi r.ir El-- 2

United States Landoffice,
Tuctimcari N.M.October 20,
1913. To Jasper N. Prestridge of
Olustee Oklahoma and -- San Jon
N. M. Contesstee: Yoll are hereby
notified that William L. Barnett
VVhpplr'Tpvae' n hi

'.

8 K N T

Iuildei xirc Ju$y in
cream or whole milk lor
any otic free of charge. For any
San Jon
i:iiu
information desired cull on Mr
Department nf Ihe Interior, I?, s K. M. Wernt he will tfladly
Mr.
urry and several men
Land Office at Tucumcail, ,Y M
assist you in any way possible commenced work on the new
Oct. I'Htll MM.
Notice Is hereby given t hat NVIlii and will appreciate your pat school building here Tuesday.

Serial No. 01337ft

nn,..nffir, aHrfrP.

MEXICO,

notick roK rum.iCATio:

NOTICi; OF CONTEST.

Conti-s- t

N K W

NE

'4

t)

SIJM

&

Set- -

ronage.

The lumber for finishing will be

Crosent Creamery Co.
Tucumcari N

here by the time the foundation
is ready and there will be no de-

M.

and on Sept. l:hUo made AtMl Kntry
,sKI-- l
See 111
Serial 013710. for N
NOTICE OF CONTEST
Sec 2i)
and
Serial No. 0704
1
Twp. UN Range:?! K X
Contest No. .4888 ,
Meridian, has tiled notice or
of
the Interior U. S. Land
intention to make Filial five Year Department
Onieo at Tuciuncari, New Mexico
0,1
rig. t hre year Oil Addl
Proof, to establish claim to n land
Nov. I' 1013
c
1- -2

N1-2SW- M

'

dirf on Sent- -

....

lay in getting our schoolhouse
finished if the weather will permit.
It will take about sixty
days to get it completed.
Messrs.

Griffith.

Masf-rson- ,

Hurt, Mastgte

ar,d

others

!

.
.
tis'
pushing the work on the
emoer 12, 1913. me in tms
(l0M.rwK ,kMoro
(,,ailos
Thev'lmt
Cliuich this wtek.
.
l:
,
uis uuiy tuuuuuiaicu appiiidiiuu f
A' Sai .ion
r s Coiv.ni isomer
To Henry H. Becklas of Hinton hod to make about two huntlrtd
to contest and secure the cancella-- j x, M. yn the i."th d iy of Ihv. PJ: Okla. C'"Nte;stee: You are her by
new blocks to ieplace the ones
tion of your Homestead Entry! Claimant names as wIujosm's
notified that Henry 13. Sharp who broken when
tiie gable ends weie
. Richardson.
Tom Caden, .1.
No.
No 013376,
, Serial
San Ion New Mexico as hi b
gives
r.
hy th storm. They
vi' 1.1 L C. Mar in C. F. Marden all of post office address did October 4, ow.i infinish
m,j.. A.w;i
S:l" J,,!1 New Mexico
tc
the building for uk
Section 22 Township 11N Range!
rile in this office his dulv
1913
U. A.
without fuither delay
Register
34E N. M. P. Meridian, and asj
corcoborated application to conteMr. St
and Armstrong
' m" '
grounds for. his contest he alleges
st and secure the cancelation ol are
busy On thy residence of Dr.
that said claimant has never es-- ;
We ar, still receiving cream at your hometead entry No 1804 Elder.
They expct to put the
tablished residence, and has wholy tbe KJe Keturant and
pay the Serial No. 07904 made May 28th 19 finnishing touches to it this week.
aoanuonea saia ciaim ror
norehjhes markelprb orbutter(a, 07 for lots 7 & 8 9&10 Sec. 4 Tup. When completed the Djctr-- "will
than One year last past and next come and
8N Rfnge 34 E New Mexico Prin
try us.
have a modern five room h'jme.
to the date of this instrument,
for hi
and
as
Meridian
grounds
J. F. Reynold
Sam Bo.well has completed h s
and has sold all the improvements
coi.t st he alleges that entry man
well at the hotel.
Watrr was
from said claim and said defects
has wholly abandoned said entry
reached at about ritty feet and the
have not been cured.
for more than six months, last pst
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
well was drilled several feet below
You are, therefore, further noti
de
and next prior hereto, and
08012
the vein. Alex Aston is moving
tied that the said allegations will
!ects have not been cured & lurth- 0I37II
the dri I to his place and expects
.
r..
i
be taken by this office as having Department of tlio IntcricT U. S. Land er the saici. enirvman
nas..
rail:i
tc have water in a few days.
Oflice'at Tneumoari, Xew Mexico
been confessed by you, and ydur
ed to comply witluh ; Act of Juii
said entry will be canceled there- October , 28 th 1913.
not resnl-- t
6 th 1912 in thit he
Notice is herebv givn tht d on said
under without your further right
entry lor a period d
to be heard therein, either befon
John lenningsof Sun Jon New rcveu months in each year
They Majce You Feel Good.
this office or on appeal, if you tail Mexico, w'io, on June 26th 1907, three ears, nor has he cultivated!
to file in this office within twenty nude Homestead Entry Serial
The plesant purgative effect
one sixteenth and one eighth o
N
08
No.
the
.
after
FOURTH
for
Ei
2
publicaI e to:al
days
1845,
)I2,
arei as n quired by the produced by Chamberlain's Tadle
ot
below
SWi-shown
this
&
as
Lots
Sec.
and
notice,
tion
rn above mentiomed act
10
3.
4
ts and he halthy condition of
under
noLirien
You are, therefore, futlior
oath, specific12, iqo mad"
your answer,
body and mind which they dreate
tak-e- u
be
will
said
that the
allegations
ally meeting and responding to Addl. entry Serial No. 01371
make one feel joyful.
as hiving been conoffice
this
Et-by
2
these allegations of contest or if or
NWi 4 Wi 2 NEi 4 Sec.
For sale' by AH D riers.
adv.
fessed by you. and your said entry
file
in
tail
time
within
that
to
N
11
Ranue
N,
you
34 E,
3oTwp.
will be cancelled thereunder without
this office due proof that vou have M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
your futher right to be heard thereof
served a copy
your answer on of intention to make final
How About Santa Claus
Fiv in, either before this office or on apfail to tile in this office,
the said contestant either in per- Year on Orig. & Three
This Year.
year or peal, if you
son or by registered mail. If this Add'l Proof, to establish claim to within twenty days after the
service is made by the delivery of the land above de cribej before FOURTH publication of this notice CHRISTMAS comes
but once a
as shown below, your answer, under
a copv of your answer to the CHarles C. Reed
oath, specifically meeting and respon year, but by handing only- - $1.25
contestant in person, proofvot such U. S. Commissioner at San Jon
ding to these allegations of contest, to the publisher of the San Jon
service must be either the said N, M, on the 15th
or if you fail within that time
Sentinel you will get 156 papers
day ot Dec.
J
tile in this office due proof that you'
contestant's written acknowledg- 1913.
a
or
a
three
week.
year
That.s
have served a copy of your answer on
ment of bis receipt of the copy,
Claimant nam s as witnesses.
some
it?
ain't
Good, in
reading,
the said contestant , either in person
showing the date of its receipt, or
Tom Carden. J. D. Richardson,
wholesome
or by registered mail. If thisservice is structiye,
reading too
the affidavit of the person by whom L. C. Martin, C. F. Mardin all of
is
made bv the deli very of a copyof vour It this: The San Jon Sentine
the delivery was made stating San Jen. N. M.
answer to the contestant in person. $1.00 a year. The Semi Weekly
when and where the copy was.
R. A. Prentice, Register
proof of such service must be either Farm News $1 a year The two
delivered; if made by registered
the said contestant's written aeknow- - .lrnu
Wrth 2.0o a year. You get
" Subscribe for vour home pap ledgment of his receipt of the copy,
mail, proof of such service must
uiurn ootn ior jh.zo a year.
consist of the affidavit of the per- er first
Then take the El Paso showing the date of its receipt, or,
the affidavit of the person by whom
son by whom the ropv wa mailed Herald. Tne S )uthwe;t'.s
DO IT NOW.
great the delivery was made stating when;
stating when and the post office est news paper."
and where the copy was delivered;1
to which it was mailed, and this
if made by registered mail, proof of
A Marvelotis
be
affidavit must
such service must consist of the affid
Escape
accompained by
NOTICE
CREAM
PRODUCERS
whom
the
of
the person by
avit,
copy
the postmaster's receipt for, the
11
Mv little bay had a marvelous
and
when
was
the
mailed,
stating
let tar
.
. .- ,, xxr
we nave appointed Mr K. M. postoffice to which It was mailed, and escape," writer
.
J'. Hastiams
You should
,n your
Wernet M our agent atSan Jon, this affidavit must be accompanied of Prince Allri, Cm pis of (l0od
the ..me oi the post office to and he is now rcad
by the postmaster's receipt. for the
to recei
Hope. " It occured in tho middle
letter.
which you des.re future notice. 'to cream ahd is
tin- night. Ho
located at Star Gr0.
got a very severs
'
You should state hi your answer of
lie sent to you.
of
we
Mtact
will
croud. As luck would
eery Bldg.
always pay the name of the postoffice to which
I
the
highest PS3ible P"'
for you desire future notices to be sent have it, had a boit.i-o- Chamber-l"iiv- i
,
'
v
Butter Fat, and guarantee
R. A. Prentice. Iteglster
to you.
Cou:h Kem- dy in the house.
V
ot
Oct.
V.
Kecelver
N.
(iallegos,
Alii r following the directions for
3..;urate wcightsand Xests W(jhave
7. MM.'l
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V 7
of
first
publicat
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an hcur and twenty minutes he was
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SAN JON, NEW MEXICO, SENTINEL
FOUND MISS WILDFIRE
E

CLARISSA

MACK IE.

Frank Churchill had had the briefest glimpse of her, but her face haunt

tance call to San Francisco was unanswered, lie went to bed stirred by
a thousand hopes and fears.
"It must be that I'm going to meet
her again somewhere or I wouldn't
have chanced on that film tonight

when my thoughts are full of her," he
told himself time and again during the
ed him for months afterwards.
As
sleepless night.
agent for an eastern land company he
At nine o'clock the next morning he
had stopped for a night at her father's
the Goodenuf Film company by
ranch In Montana. The girl had ap- got
telephone and to his chagrin learned
peared shyly in the living room of the that Miss Delorme had left the comhouse and her father had caught her
pany the week before and gone east
sunbrowned little hand and drawn her Her destination? Oh, New
York, I
affectionately to him.
suppose, they all go there," sighed his
"Come Bess, I want you to meet the informant as the interview was closed.
man from New York who wants to
"East" was indefinite New York
build sky scrapers on the side of was a clew that Churchill
clung to
Money Mountain."
his
finished
business
he
as
in Los
Bess Delorme had laughed, merrily 1
to
and
leave
for
prepared
Angeles
, and
placed her hand for an instant Chicago on his homeward trip.
In Churchill's; with a few words of
And everywhere he went he kept his
encouragement concerning his venture eyes wide open for some glimpse of
Bess had slipped away and he had
his love and whenever he was in the
never seen her again.
vicinity of a moving picture show he
But her face haunted him always
dropped in hoping to see Miss Wildwith Its charm of sweet expression fire once more. Again and again he
and the pretty curve of cheek and paw the play in different cities until
chin.
The thick dark lashes that he knew it Jby heart He grew inshaded her soft black eyes, and the tensely jealous of the big cowboy hero
curling tendrils of her jetty hair, were of the play who made such romantic
set in his memory like a painted pic- love to the charming little western
ture.
girl and he would have slain the vilThe next year he returned to find lain singlehanded every night If he
her parents dead and the motherless had been flesh and blood.
home broken up.
Bess Delorme had
At last he reached New York and
further
someone
said to rel- reported to the sales manager. ., Mr.
gone
west,
atives In California.
No one knew Robinson was very busy that morning
definitely.
and he sent word out to Churchill to
So Churchill nursed his secret love wait a couple of hours for him.
and looked always for the face of the
"I'll borrow a ' stenographer then
girl he had seen but once. He became and dictate a few letters," decided
a traveling salesman and his business Churchill and he spoke to the chief
took him over much western territory. clerk.
In every town or city he visited his
Five minutes afterwards he was
first inquiry was for someone by the seated in a small office his feet
name of Delorme, but so far he had elevated to a table and his mind busy
never found trace of her.
that had
over the correspendence
absence.
his
It was a cool sweet, night such as accumulated during
California knows often, and Churchill
Someone opened the door behind
lingered on the steps of his Los An him and slipped Into a chair. He
geles hotel wondering how to spend turned his head slightly, saw a dark,
the evening hours before bedtime.
curly head the outline of a white clad
slim brown
He lighted a cigar and wandered shoulder, and arm and
over
a fresh
down the street until he came to an hand poising a pencil
open air moving picture theater. He notebook.:
paused before the gay posters outside
Churchill's feet came down from the
the entrance, studying thi pictures of table, and his hat flew into a corner.
the western play "Miss Wildfire."
"Good morning," he said crisply.
went
and
a
"Are you ready?'
Suddenly he bought ticket
Inside.
d
"Yes." was the
reply.
He sat patiently through several
The
"Please take this letter:
reels until finally there was flashed on Goodenuf Film Company, San Fraa
the white screen the title of the next Cisco, California. Gentelmen: Refer
play: "Miss Wildfire, a story of love ring to my several Inquiries concern
and hate on the plains,"
ing the whereabouts of Miss Lillian
Churchill settled back. In his seat Delorme until, recently a member of
It would be something to look on the your company of players, may I not
familiar country where Bess Delorme imttosa unon vour courtesy a little
lived.
further and ask you to institute some
At the very first scene his Interest inquiry, in whatever direction you may
was aroused. Surely there was the deem advisable, concerning the desti
Delormo ranch house, and the 'girl nation of Miss Delorme when she left
dressed In corduroy skirt and flannel San Francisco. I am very anxious to
shirt with broad brimmed hat on her find her present whereabouts and" .
dark curls was Bess Delorme herself.
"Oh, excues me!" cried the stenoThe play proceeded; cowboys rode grapher breathlessly.
madly hither and thither; rival lovers
"Going too fast for you?" he asked
the
rancher's
of
hand
for
the
appeared
kindly.
daughter; the rancher was a man who
please, Mr. Churchill!"Nobut,
was strange to Churchill and Bess
He whirled around In his chair and
the
was the. only familiar face among
stared with unbelieving eyes into the
characters. The characters came and blushing startled face of Miss Wildwent, made love, disagreed, hated each fire herself.
other, fought and died- and Frank
He sat there with parted lips for
Churchill saw only one face through an absurdly long time but It was
It all.
rather disconcerting to search the
When the play was over he went west for a trace of Bess Delorme and
dizzily around to the office of the man- come back to the east to find her
ager and asked questions.
prosaically established In his firm's
"Miss Wildfire why that part is business office!
two hours
It took Frank Churchill
taken by Lillian Delorme, one of the
'
me
Delorme
to
Bessie
let
see, to explain
most popular players;
why
that's a Goodenuf film. Miss Delorme he wanted to see her and to hear from
is one of the Goodenuf players, you her lips that she had decided 'not to be
know. Sorry, that's all I know about an. actress after all and that she had
taken her dying father's advice and
it Write to the film company In San
Francisco, they'll give you her ad- gone east to seek work in N,ew York;
her only aid had been one or
dress."
business cards found
Churchill thanked him and went Churchill's
effects.
father's
her
the
view
among
away only to return and
"Well, Churchill," said his sales
"Miss Wildfire" film again.
When the doors were closed for the manager when at last he interviewed
man. "You ' can put
night he went to his hotel and studied the traveling
mourning band on your sleeve I'm
the telephone directory.
to change your territory."
could
going
The Goodenuf Film company
asked
New
Not
England?"
business
be
doing
not be expected to
Church
dis
delightedly.
at midnight, therefore his long

"

low-tone-

N

-

.
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"Yes. I thought you'd kick a lot over

been so keen for the west
"I was looking for something out
there but I've found It now. I say Mr.
Robinson, fix It up so I can have a
month off in October, will you?"
"Not getting married?" asked the
other.
"Perhaps," returned Churchill guardedly, but in bis heart he knew that
Miss Wildfire and he had not crossed
the continent in search of eacli other
in vain'.
"Then I'll see that you get a pass
over the line to Niagara Falls,''
grinned his chief.
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SNAKES

THAT REALLY WALK

1913,

Scientists Assert They Have Method
of Locomotion of Which Few

Are Aware.
Apropos of the recent discovery In
Africa of the Glgantosaurus Afrlcanus
it is Interesting to note the many facts
which point to the conclusion that
snakes swam before they took to land.
It is not impossible that the traces
snake locomotion which are
found In the python and other snakes
are the remains of former fins. It is
said that when the reptiles came to
land and learned to burrow In the sand
they lost these.
There Is one explanation of the rudimentary foot of modern times in the
snake world, and that is In the remains of the flying dragon. When the
dragons ceased to fly and came to
earth It Is said that some of them survived as snakes and that the remains
of their feet and wings survive in the
species that tempted Adam and Eve.
The usual method of walking in the
snake tribe is peculiar and Is more like
walking In a bag. A snake walks; he
does not crawl, as the average- - layman
Imagines. Snakes walk on their ribs.
The old Germans or Teutons used to
have a warlike custom ol proclaiming
their kings. --The sturdy warriors
would lock their brazen shields togeth-e- v
lifted high above their heads, on
which the future king was elevated.
The snake's belly is In some respects
like the interlocked shields. His feet
are his ribs, which he is capable of
working forward or backward, at the
same time bending them.
Over each rib there is a shield, and
as the foot moves the point of the foot
Is lowered and digs into the ground or
takes hold of any projection on the
surface over which it Is going. This
moves his bulk along. He also curls
himself up and thus moves along more
swiftly. Grabbing with his front ribs,
an ugly snake can hold fast while he
pulls up his other half. Scientists do
not believe that snakes can spring,
but that they sometimes jump.
Dining Early.
Lord Shaw told a good story at l
dinner to the Bench and Bar, given recently by the Fishmongers' company.
He said that in the old days the Scottish bench In Edinburgh were accustomed to dine at four o'clock In the
afternoon, and sometimes these convivial gatherings were prolonged t a
late or early hour, as the case
might be.
At two o'clock one afternoon a client
called at the house of a distinguished
lawyer and asked to see the master.
"He's at dinner," replied the maid.
"At dinner!" gasped the caller. "Dinner at two o'clock in the afternoon!
Surely your master dines early?"
"No," replied the maid. "It'a yester
day's dinner he's still eatIn'!"
-

Men who owned

oil lanck

l08t opportunity.

Boston Man Writes Entertainingly
the Early Days Before the Worth
of Natural Oil Wat of Common Knowledge.!

ef

Lately the Transcript published
hews of a proposal to erect a monument to Edward L. Drake, who was
one of the earliest to strike oil in
It recalled Incidents
Pennsylvania,
of my early life that may be of Interest to others. I have a letter written by a brother of my mother froca
Cannaught, Pa., In 1824; he was a
contractor on one of the canals that
were being constructed at that time.
He gives a sketch of the times and
customs and tells of the various canals
being planned at that time, and concludes by saying: "If all the canals are
built that are now projected, Pittsburgh will become quite a city." Owing to this knowledge my uncle Henry Burleigh Smith obtained In this
work, ha advised his brother St. John
Smith to go Into the wild land speculation that broke out about that time.
The firm (Smith & Brown of Portland,
Me.) had already dipped In pretty
deep by buying wild lands in eastern
Maine. However, 'they bought a few
townships In what afterwards proved
to be the heart of the oil region. They
sent one of their friends, who had just
failed In business, to look after, the
property. His wife accompanied him,
and their life was of the most primitive kind. Half a flour barrel served
as a washtub; the broad stump of a
tree was the bench. She wrote home
to her friends that "water was plenty
and very nice for washing, but there
was a greasy scum on the top of 4t In
places." The German women told her
to boil her clothes In such water It
made them very white. The speculation bubble burst and the firm sold
their land In a few years; scarcely was
it out of their hands when the value of
the oil was discovered. However, they
had the comfort of not losing by their
transaction, flf they had kept it it
would have netted millions. My uncle
St. John Smith subsequently started an oil refinery which 'was very profitable for many years. As he left a
million apiece to his widow and to his
children he had no need to mourn that
he did not develop that large trust
in Pennsylvania. Previous to this episode my Grandmother Smith who
was a daughter of John Burleigh of'
Newmarket,. N. H. was troubled with
deafness. Some doctor recommended
a new remedy "Rock Oil." She ob- tained a small bottle of
perhaps
equal to a large spoonful, for which
A a sts11 a t
T4 vwn m atwinlw ttttei
alia ton
iw
aa liny uut
jcwvi s uvimi
oil.
Pennsylvania
These things happened when I waar
a child and now I am trotting along
towards my eighty-sevent- h
birthday.
It does not seem like the same world
I was born Into. I. L. C, In the Bos
ton Transcript

t

TV

.

One Good Thing to Get
The stockbroker was busy and
nervous. His caller was insistent and
garrulous. He explained his ability
to get for the broker Important and
confidential Information.
r
"There's nothing you .can do for
me," said the broker, decisively.
"Nothing?" asked the caller.
Industry Always a Refuge.
"Absolutely nothing!"
"Some temptations come to the InI think I could get you soma
"Well,
dustrious," said Spurgeon once, "but.
would be exceedingly useful
stuff
that
all temptations come to the Idle." The
to
you."
old and good remedy against a beIs one thing," said the brok
"There
to
Is
leave
time
neither
sin
setting
nor room for It anywhere in life, and er, after a moment's thought, "which
so crowd it out steadily and surely you can get me, and lt will be of
from its old place and power."
great use to me."
The visitor brightened up.
As It Seemed to Him.
"That's fine! What can I get for
"Oh, papa," said the little boy, as you?"
he looked up at the new moon, "God
"Out," said the broker. Popular
has been paring his finger nails."
Magazine.
.
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toy poodle exhibited
"J. Plerpont Morgan" of Albany, the
by Miss E. Van Renneiler of the state capital at the sixth annual open-ai- r
dog show held at Lenox, Mass. the little fellow looks mighty happy In
his gorgeously fitted up traveling bedroom cage.
prize-winnin-

A HERO IN A

SKIFF
i

OF

MANY

BIRDS

non-challantl- y,

,

up-se-

IN

LOVE

LETTERS

New York Naturalists Report Species
That Have Been Missing for
Years Coming Btk.

Typewriter of Today la Held Retpoito
slble for the Curt Notes of

Albany, N. Y. It appears that
birds are becoming more numerous
In New York state. This applies not
only to the ordinary kinds, but to
These facts
rare species as well.
are set forth In a report made to the
conservation department by George
F. Guelph, a naturalist, of Brockport,
Monroe county.
Mr. Guelph for two years has given
the public the benefit of his observa
tions of bird migration along the
shores of Lake Ontario. In this year's
report he mentions having seen
species that have for many years
been almost or wholly unknown in
this part of the country.
There are now more than 200
species of birds which may be looked
for regularly along the lake during
the time of migration, Mr. Guelph reports. There are also about twenty
species that can be seen occasionally,
and twelve which have been seen but
a few times and are rare.
A Hudson curlew, a wlllet. and a
knot, birds rarely found in western
New York, were seen there this year,
Mr. Guelph says. The knot is a bird
that goes far into the Arctic regions
to breed, and it migrates in winter
to the extreme southern part of
South America.
A blue goose, one of the rarest of
the larger water fowl, also was seen
this year. There are only six records
of its having been seen before in this

With the coming of the typewriter
the art of writing love letters, says
the Philadelphia Inquirer, seems to
j have gone out of fashion,
and, In
stead of the ornate missives our
grandmothers, treasure, the modern
love letter reads something like this:
"Dr. Em.: Yrs. reed. It was a
daisy. Wish I cd. write as yott do.
Am very busy, but you know same
is ever. 'Phone, me tomorrow. Will
:ry to catch 3.29 Sat Meet me at
station. If it doesn't rain, we'll have
a good game.
"You know what I think of you. So
JACK."
tong. Aff.,
father
Jack's
if
ago,
years
Thirty
had been writing to Emma's mother,
this same letter would have read ,

into the water and be pulled up the
Gulf
i
side of the Clalrette."
Cripple Rowed Through
"How about your skiff? Looks like
Storm to Save Ship.
you would have had an awful time state.
keeping It from filing up," was
Gallinules, or "mud hens," are more
this season than for several
PadTown
plentiful
A.
Wells of Texas
Thomas
"It wasn't so hard when the big
Black
ducks have been com
dles Frail Canoe Eight Miles In
waves came at me," he explained. years.
mon
throughout the season, Mr.
"When two of them came together,
Raging Sea to Get Help for
each from a different direction, it Guelph says, and early ducks are
Rudderless Vessel.
was a little hard to decide which one more plentiful now than they have
been for a long time.
Mr. Guelph
Houston, Tex. Thomas A. Wells to look for first"
will
be good
that
there
says
probably
of Palacios, the heroic cripple, who
"You would have had a nice time
duck
season
when
the
shooting
opens.
paddled a frail skiff through eight swimming to shore in that sea if your
miles of raging sea to bring rescue boat had been swamped," was an obto seVen men who were on a rud- servation of the interviewer.
DOGS MOURN GAYNOR'S DEATH
derless boat, is visiting an aunt near
"I can't swim," he replied
Houston Heights.
as if that were-merel- y
an Three Canine Companions of Mayor
The first statement Mr. Wells made unimportant detail. "I had a life preInconsolable, Seek Him In
was characteristic of the man. '
server. I could have kept afloat with
Old Haunts.
"It wasn't much," he said, when he it"
New York. Pathetic in connecwas asked for an account of his perilCertainly he could, and no one
knew better than he where he would tion with the death of Mayor Gaynor
ous trip through an angry sea.
"It wasn't much" that seven men float to, with the current going inex- have been the actions1' of his three
were saved from certain death be- orably out to sea.
dogs on his country place at St
James, L. I. Ever since receipt of the
cause a little man no more than five
feet high, walking on crutches, had HE FINDS LONG LOST SISTER news of their master's death they
have realized that something untolaunched a little skiff from the deck
ward had happened to him. They
of the rudderless Mermaid In the ragWoman
The
Couldn't
Talk
English
ing Gulf of Mexico!
and Brother Was Called In
"It wasn't much" that he had calmAccident.
by
ly seated himself in that skiff and
coolly looked death in the face as
Wash. Deputy
Sheriff
Seattle,
he worked his way to safety and to
George H. Webber, escorting Mrs.
,
help!
Bertha Johnson, who had been dis"I believed I could make the trip," charged in insanity proceedings, to
he said. "Soon after launching the her home near Tolt, picked at random
skiff I found the current was running a fellow passenger on the train to
out to sea, while the wind was blow- talk the Norwegian
language to her,
ing shoreward. So, by turning my and later found that the stranger was
boat to catch all the breeze I could Mrs. Johnson's long lost brother, Ole
without shipping too much water, I Rude of Milwaukee, Wis.
managed to keep from drifting out
He walked
the train, and
Into tho gulf. I didn't get more than in another carthrough
found an honest looktwo or three gallons of water in the
young man who appeared as if he
skiff until I struck the breakers just ing
might be a Scandinavian. Webber inout of Port O'Connor.
But when I troduced him to Mrs.
Johnson, and the
finally got to land the boat was more two began a conversation. Sejpn Mrs.
than half full. The sea was choppy Johnson became animated, and her
there and it was impossible to keep whole demeanor
expressed great Joy.
the water out.
Rude turned around in his Beat to
"I couldn't get anybody at Port the
' "This is
my sister," he
O'Connor that night t6 go to the res- said. deputy.
"I have not seen her for twelve
cue of the men in the Mermaid. Findyears."
ing I couldn't get help there, I tele- Cat and Dog
Fight Causes Fire Loss.
phoned to Palacios, finally getting In
N.
J. While fighting in
Paterson,
touch with Capt. William Sutterfieid,
who came as soon as he could get his the kitchen of the home, of Edward
t
beat In readiness. C M. Rhea and Henking here, a dog and cat
oil stove which set fire to the
an
C M, Dunbar were on the Clalrette
Late Mayor Gaynor at His Country
with Captain Sutterfieid. Their boat place. Henking's home and that of
next
Home.
door
his
Edward
Dougneighbor,
had a hard time riding the rough sea,
were
destroyed.
but It finally reached the stranded las,
make frequent trips over the roads
Mermaid.
and paths which tho mayor was accusWoman's Chamber of Commerce.
"The sea was so rough that the
tomed to take on his long walks with
Cleveland. Women here have or- his dogs as companions. The most
men could not be brought on board
Captain Sutterfleld's boat except by ganized a chamber of commerce, persistent In his Bearch for traces of
ropes A rope was thrown to them which is said to be first institution of his master is Ben, an Irish setter,
which was Mr. Gaynor's favorite
tod they bad to, one at a tlms, Jump It kind in the world.
ven-turne- d.

CHANGE

Cupid.
(

j

thus:
"Dearest Emmellne: Your dear letter this moment reached me, and the
beauty of its expression afflicts me
with a sense of my incompetency to

reply in kind. But you' know that my
heart beats for you alone.
"Although my time is not my own, I
feel that I must snatch a few sweet
moments in which to assure you that
in this letter I repeat all I ever said or
wrote to you, and that I love you better than my life,
"If you could write to me every
day in the same strain my work would
fairly fly under my accelerated efforts. Such is the Influence of your
;
inspiring devotion.
"On Saturday I will be In the train
which reaches S - "at half after 8.
If your dear face were there. to welcome me, you know how happy I
should be. Whatever plans you may
make for our brief holiday I will gladly carry out. My own love, how can
I tell you what you are to me?
"I am yours devotedly and faith,
JOHN W. WATSON."
fully.
Material for Composers.
Modern composers who lack the
faculty of creating original melodies
sometimes try to console themselves
with the reflection that the melodio
possibilities have been exhausted.
How far this is from being true Dr.
"Even
Ralph Dunstan has shown:
with such a short musical form as the
Anglican single chant, which consists
In its simple statement of the notes,
no less than 60,000,000 different mel
odies are possible, without regarding
the multitudinous differences formed
by passing and auxiliary notes, harmo
nies and rhythmical accentuation.
Supposing only one in a hundred of
these tones to be musically interesting, we have a possible repertory of
600,000 single chants. And if this be
true of such a simple and restricted
form of melody, with what overwhelming force does it apply to longer and
more important compositions!"
The
chromatic scale yields over 6,000,000,
000 possibilities In the construction of
melodies.
Twelfth Century Football. ,
In the twelfth century football was
a game for the streets. The chron
icler of that period tells how after
dinner the city youths "addressed
themselves to football," and how the
scholars of each school and the ap
prentices of particular trades would
each have their peculiar ball. There
were spectators, too, In those day- s-

enthusiastic

spectators.

Fathers

would come to watch their sons and
"become as youthful as the youngest,
their natural heat seeming to be revived at the sight of so much ability."
In later years one recalls a famous
ball game played in Hyde Park. In
1654, then, "there was a hurling of a
great ball by fifty Cornish gentlemen
of one side and fifty on tho other;
one party played In red caps, the other It. white." Andhere the historical value of the contestCromwell
was a spectator and applauded the
"great agility of body" displayed.
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Stop balling bread co often. Buy and fay

GAS. INDIGESTION

1

"Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick,
sour, gassy stomachs

in

five minutes.

M if pOA J .ggW
CRACKERS

Time It! In five minutes all stomach
distress will go. No indigestion, heartburn, sourness or belching of gas, acid,
or eructations of undigested food, no
dizziness, bloating, or foul breath.
Pape'a Diapepsin is noted for Its
speed in regulating upset stomachs.
It is the surest, quickest and most certain indigestion remedy in the whole
world, and besides it is harmless.
Please for your sake, get a large
fifty-cecase of Pape's Diapepsin
from any store and put your stomach

They give the men folk and little folk muscle and
energy because they are digestible. They're better for
the family's health because of their light and flaky
Soda Crackers and
crispness. Serve Sunshine L.-you add a change to meals that improves the ap
petite, saves you time and the trouble ot
baking and delights everyone with a
delicious and wholesome treat

nt

W.

right. Don't keep on being miserable
is too short you are not here
so
make your stay agreeable.
iong,
Gat what you like and digest it; en- Joy it, without dread of rebellion in
'
the stomach.
Pape's Diapepsin belongs in your
home anyway. Should one of the family eat something which don't agree
with them, or in case of an attack of
indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
stomach derangement at daytime or
during the night, it is handy to give
the quickest relief known. Adv.
r-l-
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Presumption.

Seth Low, the president of the National Civic Federation, said in New
York the other day of an article

against arbitration:
"The author of that article shows

an amazing degree of ignorance. He
shows presumption, too. He is like
little Willie Budd.
"A man rang the bell at Willie
Budd's house one day, and Willie,
aged eight, answered it.
"'Is Mr. Budd in?' said the man.
"I'm Mr. Budd,' said Willie; or do
you want to see old Mr. Budd?'"

TAKES OFF DANDRUFF
HAIR STOPS FALLING

US
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In the big,

economical,

air-tigh-t,

A little Danderine immediately doubles the beauty of your hair. No dif-

ference how dull, faded, brittle and
scraggy, Just moisten a cloth with
Danderine and carefully draw it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. The effect Is amazingyour hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance; an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowlton's
Danderine from any store, and prove
jthat your hair is as pretty and soft
as any that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment that's
all you Burely can have beautiful hair
and lots of it if you will Just try a little Danderine. Adv.
,
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PUTNAM FADELESS. DYES

Color more goods brighter and faster colors than any other dye. One 10c package colors all fibers'. They dye In cold water better than any other dye.
You can dye any garment without ripping apart. WRITE FOR FREE booklet, calendar, blotters, etc. MONROE DRUG COMPANY, Qulncy, III.

Practical.

Girls! Try Thisl Makes Hair Thick,
first."
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful No
More Itching Scalp.

scalp.

f
r.

"Do you believe In second sight?"
"No. I don't I believe in seeing

Within ten minutes after an application of Danderine you cannot find a
qlngle trace of dandruff or falling hair
and your scalp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after a
few weeks' use, when you' see new
hair, fine and downy at first yes but
really new hair growing all over the

family

Hurrah! Thoy'ro
Horo from Hot
Springs, Arkansas
Dont worry and don't take

Calomel.

liver in fine condition
and get rid of sick headache, biliousness
and heaviness.
Get a ,box of the famous HOT
SPRINGS LIVER BUTTONS of any
worthy druggist today, 25 cents.
Gentle, blissful, wonderful workers they
eurely are; take one tonight and free the
bowels from poisonous waste and gas.
You'll feel bright and happy tomorrow.
Be sure and get some, for besides being
a wonderful laxative they are a great system tonie. Thev crive vou a keen appe
tite, make your stomach and bowels anti- septic and clean and rid the blood ot im
purities. They are simply marvelous and
make you feel good in ao time.
Free sample of HOT SPRINGS
LIVER BUTTONS and 100 of our 17,000
testimonials from Hot Springs Chemical
Co., Hot Springs, Ark.

Put vour

Marks of Social Distinction.

Pills Rcliovo

"The Hugginses," said Sherlock Foley Kidney .
the suffering due to weak, init Holmes, "are very popular with the promptly
active
kidneys and painful bladder action.
wealthy classes."
to
offer a

'

slufforish

The pulgat, a Burmese measure, is
It's usually the fast young man who
the only foreign .measure exactly cor
Is left at the post.
responding to our inch

"How do you know?" I queried, confident of a brilliant answer.
"Because there are so many grease
spote on the pavement in front 6t

their house."'
"I don't see the point," said I.

nature
They
powerful help
in building up the true excreting kidney tissue, in restoring normal action
and in regulating bladder irregularities.
Try them.
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AGENTS

"You auto," said Sherlock.

They are never alone that are accompanied by noble thoughts. Sir
Philip Sidneys
Don't neglect a cold; It means Consumption or Pneumonia.

Dean's Mentholated
5c at Druggists.

Cough Drops check colds
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FAULTLESS STARCH DOLLS
fl tana from ten sent nackeaea of Faultless)
Starch and ten cents in stamps (to oorer22 postage
inches
and packing) and get Miss Elisabeth Ann,
ton cent Dsckaoea and
hih: flAniTthrM tnH from Ml
"Phoebe Primm or
four cents in stamps and get
Miss Idly Wblte, twelve incnes man. pena cops trout
five oent packages if yon wish, but twice as many are
nnnitwi.- mi. inn ma.
. uut. a . - ui wv vwvv.
Hnl.
n ...cou
-Dlaoe Oti one ten oent ori two.
:
iMtim.
one eu. will ne aooepo wu
Write yonr name and address plainly.
TRI IEST tTalffl FOI All MBPCtlt
FAULTLESS STARCH CO.
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Because of those u,;ly, grizzly, gray hairs. Use "LA CREOLE" HAIR DRESSING.

KANSAS

"

Iron Fence

np. Hudson, Bnick, Overland,

HOMES FOR THE FAMOUS

1 1

f in every town to sell

ford and others. Also tires, bodies,
motor liui co., Dpt tot, Ptwit, sua.

'ANTED
r

WANTED

Easy, profitable work for spare time. No
capital required. Write for Agency and Fre
Selling Outfit.
Home Fence Co. 840 Main St., Cincinnati, O.

The man who enjoys a vacation
W.
most is the one who can't afford it.
.

11111

CITY, MO.

PRICE. $1.00, retail.

I
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SAN JON, NUW MEXICO,

Why Pay More
than three dollars
for a Hat when
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We ;ire expecting a Big

Ad- -

dition toqur Hat Stock in a
We will have
few days.
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DRESS GOODS
Our Dress Goods depart-me- nt
is more complete
than ever as we have

received several new
pieces of

DERBYS and Fancy Shapes
as well as the Standard

FrB3h Poplin,

Styles.

We also

.good
Mat and"
a

.Silks and
r.
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It will pav yoii to see our
HOME GOODS CATALOGUE
before sending, away for anything.
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The house that saves your money,
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Chronic
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Dairy Seperators are Avoid
ex. Positively Guaranteed to skim
Iowa

The Ladies Aid and Missionary!

Dyspepsia

TTnirm
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fVm

RonfJcf P!VnrfVi

,
following unsolicited tcs m;n"
nft nnv ntliPrs makp
IcllU a general ill viiauuu lrtu e v ci j vum
Mo&e?uf
monial should certainly
ne to attend theis Thanksgiving his guarantee?
nt to give hope ju d coinage fo ax
,uVwnw UoiT
;
cronic
with
dysp-afflicteb
W1'l!'i-1M- '
percns
Nov. 27 1913.
in
Thurs.
San
Jon
I have bei n
ionic
s
We are still receiving cream at
.7 , : program: Sermon 11:00 AM
Dinner from 12 to 3:00 P. M. the Blue Resturant and pav Jh
Chambemedicine have taken,
market price tor butter fat
exercise 3:30 to 5:00 P M
'
lain's Tadlets have done me more Lituary
come and try us.
Prices 25 to 35 Cts.
good than any thing tlse," pays
J. F. Reynold
VV. G. Mattison. No 7 'Sherman
Notice
it., Hon ellville, N. Y.
adv.
For sale by All Dealers
We have sold the School Bonds
and will commence work on the
building monday morning, there
I will be in San Jon all of next
worked
not
who
have
several
are
Declare War on Colds.
week, and will make photographs
their subscriptions out yet we Call and see me at the Sentinel
A crusade of education whicn! Would like those to come and,office
Remem- aims "that common colds become help get the foundationXT
Geo. E. Sale.
rr
i
'i
ji aaie
j
er
me
imov.
u
,
ivionaay
uncommon within the next genera-Come
and
help US.
tion" has been begun by bromine-- '
44"S'4'4M2"S,a"i,4"l,,!"f'4a4'4Ml"I,4,4"I",4"i"ii
New York pysicians. Here is
"7
WANTED
NOTICE
the
which
a list of the don'ts
Want to
doctors say will prevent the ann-vrancj1 Wlth Ven
The Baptist Ladies' Aid Society
and watTer f
cows
visitation of the cold:
will have a turkey dinner & bazaar
Jas. P. Boggs
"Don't sit in a darughty car. "
Thanksgiving Day.
"Don't sleep in hot rooms." ;
''Don't avoid the fresh air."
")on't stuff yourself at meal times
Over eating reduces your resistanc
l
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To which we would add- - when
you take a cold get rid. of it as
quickly as pssible. To accomplish
that you will find Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy most excellent.
adv
Sold bv All Dealers. '

San JOn Sentinel

j

,

I
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dative rnuyh Medicines.

If you want, to contribute direct- ? tc hp .cuience ot cappliary
bronchitis and pneumonia use
COugh medicines thai contain co- dine morbhine, heaoine and other
seditaves when you have a cough
or do,d- - An expectorant like Cha-- j
berlar Vs Cou.h Remeby is what

That cleans out the cul- tru e beds or bieed ny'olaces for
th4 Kerms Jf pneutncaia and other
germ 'diseases. That is why pneumonia never resu'ts from a :o&
when Chamberlain's Cough Reme
is ne

;

S(

d'-- d

dy is used. It has a world wide
reputation for its cure. It contains
no morphine or other dative
For hale bv AH Dealen
adv.
A

Night of Terror

Few nights are more terriable
than tnad of a mbehr looking on
her child choaking and gasping
for breato durirg an attact of
croup, and nothing in the house
to 'relieve it; Many mothers have'
missed nights of terror in this

situation A little forethought will
enable you to avoid all of this.
Chamberlain's
ough Remedy is
a certain cure for croup and has
never been known to fail. Keep it
at hand. For sale py all Dealers.

'adv.
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